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INTRODUCTION TO THE NATURE OF NATURE 

PRIMARY INFORMATION 

 

Listen to Sound Right Reason! Primary information is information which comes first 

and before other information that follows. This writer advises that the reader gets, 

reads, and studies book one and book two of this science NOONE also written by 

AFROO OONOO (pronounced AF-ROO OO-NOO), before trying to understand 

this book three of NOONE. Repeats of information in this book three are intentional 

for the purposes of mind drill for memory; emphasis on points already made, and 

better understanding. The phrase "Sound Right Reason" literally means "solid 

correct logic." However, the word reason itself literally means "Son of Re" or "Son 

of RA." RE and RA are diminutive names of the Sun-God Reharakti of the Garden 

of Eden (Africa and Asia) some six thousand (6,000) years ago. RE and RA 

(pronounced Ray and RAH, respectively) give the word reason a cosmic-reason 

connection to the true stars (the Suns), the elements, and the firmaments called the 

universes (the Suniverses) of Absolute-Almighty Nature. Reason is order and 

creative mind energy. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

 

Listen to Sound Right Reason! Reason is the results of reasoning and reasoning is 

the Mental Process of figuring something out. Reason is profound and progressive 

thinking, logically. Universe cosmic-reason (Reason in the atmosphere and gasphere 

everywhere) is an offspring of the suns of nature by way of brain-noots and brains 

in the universe orbs such as suns, planets, and satellites. Sound right reason is mental 

resurrection reason, as the science Noone demonstrates, and it exists in beginning 

degrees at point-3-south (rock bottom) of the SMAT circle of order, because: 

Novenary NoopooH (pronounced Noo-Poo with the H being silent). The best mind 

of the One Supreme Being, Absolute Nature, is born (beginning degrees) at point-3-

south of the big order circle every 72 million years in order to raise the big circle of 

order from rock bottom (point-3- 
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PRIMARY INFORMATION CONTINUES 

south) upward on the right side toward horizon point-6-east and the perfection of the 

positive at point-9-north, the circle's tip-top. Take a look at the figures given in the 

topic called "The SMAT Circles of Nature" over in this book. Let it be remembered 

always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! All persons, places, and things (all nature) right now at 

this writing (2007 A.D.), are at point-3-south on the SMAT circle of order (for 

location of given points on the circle, see the topic mentioned in the preceding 

paragraph, again). Nine-Nature NoopooH is Nine-Reason and Nine-Ether. Nine 

reason influence (sound right reason) starts at the bottom of the tail of the nine (9) 

at point-3-south of the big order circle and pulls all persons and things upward in 

values, ethics, standards, qualities, and degrees on the right side; and Six-Ether 

influence (sound left reason, a phase six-nature ZoopooH) starts at the top of the tail 

of the six (6) at point-9-North and pulls all persons and things downward in ethics, 

values, standards, qualities, and degrees on the left side of the SMAT circle of order. 

These opposite influences happen at point-9-north and point-3-south on the SMAT 

circle of cosmos at opposite times. Six-nature ZoopooH (pronounced Zoo-Poo with 

the H being silent) being the opposite of Nine-Nature NoopooH, is six reason and 

Six-Ether. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to Sound Right Reason! This writer reiterates: sound right reason is the degree 

of Nine-Reason NoopooH that can exist at point-3-South (Rock Bottom) on the 

SMAT circle of order, and this means that NoopooH (the best mind of the one 

supreme, absolute nature) is now born everywhere in the universes and developing, 

and this developing mentality is the beginning of Nine-Reason NoopooH again as 

sound right reason. The SMAT Circle of Cosmos (same as the SMAT circle of order) 

is the circle of all orderly existence, existing one degree at a time, and following the 

circle contour, beginning counter clockwise at point-3-south where we all are 

existing right now at the time of this writing (2007 A.D.). Sound right reason is the 

birth 
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and beginning of Nine-Reason NoopooH again everywhere in the universes of 

nature, and is thereby an infant growing and developing, but born a mental giant, 

and this mental giant teaches AFROO OONOO, the writer of this book, the 

biography of Absolute-Almighty Nature. Sound-Right-Reason NoopooH (the first 

phase of Nine-Reason NoopooH) was also born in the mind of AFROOOONOO at 

OONOO's birth by way of Eternal Nature.  Let it be remembered always and let it 

be known!  

  

Listen to Sound Right Reason! AFROO OONOO, the investigator, examiner, and 

messenger for NOOPOOH, was born in nine and represents nine via the helix 

solenoid suns of the universes as the physical NoopooH. That is to say, the  physical 

suns are the physical NoopooH whose energies basically motivate and activate the 

top half of the SMAT circle of order as Nine-Ether and Nine-Reason, and do the 

same for the bottom half as Six-Ether and Six-Reason, and of course, these opposite 

halves are NoopooH and ZoopooH, respectively, that is to say, in the order given; 

Nine (9) is tops in all positive things, as illustrated by being the highest number 

among the digits: 0-1-2-3-4-5-:6-7-8-9, and all the other eight digits (plus the cipher 

-0) are within the number nine (9). Since nine represents the best in values, abilities, 

standards, ethics, and qualities in nature, it is only fitting that it be used as such in 

the science Noone, plus the fact that nine (9) forms one half of the SMAT circle of 

order, but starts counter clock at point-3-south and includes the top half of the big 

order circle which is its main domain. Look among the figures in the topic entitled 

"The SMAT Circles of Nature" Nine-Reason (mind energy) and Nine-Ether 

(working energy) are NoopooH and NoopooH (the original creator) is the first 

emanation (the first manifestation) of the One Supreme Being: Absolute-Almighty 

Nature. Let it be remembered always and let it known!  

Listen to sound right reason! NoopooH (Pronounced Noo-Poo with the H silent) is 

the primary powers and forces of nature who created (grew) the universes of the 

absolute almighty and the primary persons, places, and 
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things, thereof, and is the resurrection of the mental dead: Those who do not know 

and recognize infinite eternal nature as the One Supreme Being, On the other hand, 

ZoopooH (pronounced Zoo-Poo with the H being silent) is the secondary powers 

and forces of nature who created (grew) the secondary persons, places, and things of 

the almighty, and is the evolutionary processor. All other circle contour numbers 

(besides nine) on the SMAT circle of cosmos (order) are parts and lesser degrees of 

Nine-Reason and Nine-Ether NoopooH. However, those numbers (six (6) and 

below) on the big order circle are in the power and domain of ZooPooH the opposite 

of NoopooH. ZoopooH is the reverse of NoopooH like six (6) is the reverse of nine 

(9). Whereas NoopooH is Nine-Reason and nine-either, ZoopooH is six reason and 

Six-Ether. These mighty powers and forces of almighty nature are natural opposite 

who in their fullness exists at opposite times. Basically, the nine (9) rules the top 

half of the SMAT circle of order, during the time that the top half exists, and the six 

(6) rules the bottom half, where we all are right now at the time of this writing (2007 

A.D.). Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to Sound Right Reason! If a book is a book of knowledge, intelligence, and 

understanding instead of ignorance, deception, and false information, it will 

truthfully define, truthfully identify, and intelligently explain the words and phrases 

it uses to inform people, if the words or phrases are not commonly known by the 

public of the language the book is written in or if those words or phrases are 

misrepresented publicly as to their true meanings and identities. If a book is a book 

of knowledge, reason ability, and wisdom instead of ignorance, superstition, 

mythology, and deception, it will answer the knowledge questions: Who, Which, 

What, Whom, Where, How, Why, When, Nature of, et cetera, whenever and 

wherever possible and practical. The science Noone (including this book) endeavors 

to do that, and this means that Noone is the science-philosophy of knowledge, 

understanding, and wisdom in the positive. You can identify knowledge by the fact 

that the words of it make rational sense irrefutable 
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rational sense. Knowledge, by definition, is correct information. Let it be 

remembered always and let it be known!  

Listen to Sound Right Reason! Primary information is information that is given at 

the beginning of this book so that the reader will know more about the meanings of 

the words, names, and phrases in this presentation as he or she reaches them. As well 

as describing and explaining everything as the book proceeds, this writer is 

determined to keep information in this message and report as simple and clear as 

possible. Following and given in alphabetical order in the next topic are words, 

names, and phrases that are defined, identified, and explained in that topic for the 

purposes of simplification, clarity, more knowledge, and better understanding for 

the reader and listener alike of this book three of the science Noone. That glossary 

includes words, names, and phrases that are new to the public or misrepresented to 

the public. Definition: Of course, to define a person, place or thing is to give the 

meaning and/or purpose of him, her, or it.  Identity: Nonetheless, to identify a person, 

place, or thing is to give the name, location, make-up, description and nature of him, 

her, or it. Remember! To fully understand the science Noone, you must fully 

understand the SMAT circle of order (cosmos) and the SMAT circle of disorder 

(chaos) and their works and activities, thoroughly. See the topic in this book entitled 

"THE SMAT CIRCLES OF NATURE ". Let it be remembered always and let it be 

known!  
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Listen to Sound Right Reason! As stated already in this book, to define a person, 

place, or thing is to give the meaning or purpose (or both) of the person, or thing; 

that is, to disclose what he, she, or it is. To identify a person, place, or thing is to 

disclose who it is. Study the following words and phrases given in this topic, so that 

you will know what they mean when you read them in this book three or any Noone's 

book. Moreover, this writer suggests that you get, read and study BOOK ONE and 

BOOK TWO of the knowledge NOONE (also written by Afroo Oonoo) before 

trying to understand this presentation of science-philosophy. Repeats of information 

in this volume are intentional for the purposes of mind drill for memory, better 

perception for mentality, and emphasis on points already made. Let it be 

remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to Sound Right Reason! Another purpose of information repeats is the fact 

that information can be given one way and the reader does not mentally grasp it very 

well, but, when given another way or another time, the reader perceives it very well. 

The following words, phrases, and names are in alphabetical order, and the 

definitions, identities, and explanations of them impart vital knowledge and 

organization to the mental faculties of the scholar and knowledge seeker who read 

and study them. Without a doubt, knowledge, by definition, is correct information; 

understanding is to learn knowledge and have the right perception of knowledge; 

wisdom is knowing how and when and where to use knowledge and is the right use 

of the power called knowledge. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  
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Listen to sound right reason! Novenary information is Nine-Nature information. 

He who makes this Introduction to the Nature of Nature is Afroo Oonoo, the 

spiritual (ethereal) scientist appointed by NoopooH to produce and introduce 

Noone, the ethereal and nature science of all the worlds, to the people of the world. 

The science-philosophy Noone is the Introduction to the Nature of Nature. Some of 

the main purposes of this BOOK THREE is to review BOOK ONE and BOOK 

TWO of Noone previously produced by the writer of this book and still available; 

Afroo Oonoo simplifies books one and two, clarifies them, and adds more correct 

information via this book three. Repeats of meanings and sentences and phrases in 

this volume are intentional for the purposes of drill for the memory, better 

understanding, and emphasis on points previously had been made. Let it be 

remembered always and let it be known!   

  

Listen to sound right reason! This book and all Noone books are dedicated to all 

races of people in general and the Ethiopian race in particular, because the 

Ethiopian race (all people who grow genuinely kinky hair on their heads by nature) 

needs this knowledge most. Moreover, Noone (the Ethiopian race science of all the 

worlds) are more in the nature of the black race than any other human race, 

because the Ethiopian race (the black race, the African race) is the original race of 

all the universes like Noone is the original science of all the universes of absolute 

infinite nature. Another extremely important reason for the presentation of this 

book three is the "Bible-interpretations- and explanations" topic found in the latter 

part of this book, for the purpose of correct information which is knowledge. The 

King James Version is used for the interpretations because it seems to be the most 

popular version of the Caucasian bible among members of the Ethiopian race in the 

United States of America. The Caucasian Bible (called the Holy Bible) is the 

western book of the dead, for it is based upon the spirit dead-all spirit beings are 

the active dead. The same can be said for all religion books, except for the word 

Western. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  
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Listen to sound right reason! Unlike religion, the science Noone is correct 

information about the living as well as the dead. Unlike religion, the Novenary 

philosophy called Noone is based upon known facts and Sound Right Reason 

instead of blind beliefs and superstitions. And before he goes any further, the 

writer needs to identify nature and NoopooH and define Noone, briefly. Infinite 

Nature is the One Supreme Eternal Being. Absolute-Almighty Nature is All 

Space, All Matter, and All Time; All Persons, All Places, and All Things - past, 

present, and future -infinite in all directions and eternal. NoopooH (pronounced 

Noo-poo with the H being silent) is Sound Right Reason and the original creator  

(grower) of all the universes and all original persons, places, and things of 

Absolute-Almighty Nature in the top half of the SMAT circle of order, during the 

time that the top half exists. The universes of Infinite Nature may be called 

Suniverses. Infinite-Absolute-Eternal Nature is the One Supreme Being and the 

Almighty. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Noone (pronounced Noon) is the science of sound 

right reason and reality known as all existence, and Afroo Oonoo (pronounced 

Afroo Oo-noo) is a male member of the Ethiopian race commissioned by Nine 

NoopooH to identify, define, describe, and explain persons, places, and things in 

the sound-right-reasonable manner, and this action produces Noone in words of 

knowledge and understanding and wisdom. Noone of nature is the nine science of 

the all-in-all in the positive and in knowledge. Knowledge is correct information, 

and correct information is truth. Noone is correct information by nature. The digit 

number nine (9) symbolizes the best and highest in values, standards, qualities, and 

degrees in all of nature. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!   

  

Listen to sound right reason! The configurations in the next topic of this book are 

forms with meanings that must be understood if the reader and listener are to grasp 

the knowledge and power of this universe-science Noone; and this means that one 

should study the information about the circles, carefully and well, and take as long 

as necessary in to perceive it.   
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Learn to concentrate and think deep, using positive reason, for reasoning is the 

mental process of figuring something out, and when you figure something out for 

yourself correctly, or in the way that someone else has done it correctly, you can 

understand it better and remember it better. Let it be remembered always and let it 

be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! When you concentrate and think deep (reason), long 

enough (long enough is when you get your answer), you will find that this process 

not only helps you understand the knowledge of  Noone, but also helps you figure 

out your various problems in life-and all this means that: if a person is intelligent 

enough, he or she can mentally escape to the world of Sound Right Reason and 

reality which is Noone, in spite of all the evil spells and curses from religion. Then 

you become one who is resurrected from the mental dead and capable of surviving 

Armageddon (the war between right and wrong), the apocalypse, and the arrival of 

the Point-3-South cataclysm due by two thousand and twenty two (2022) A.D., 

give or take a few years, according to the SMAT circle of order. Become elite of 

nature and survive. Do not forget to read and study books one and two of  Noone 

also, as well as this book three. The science Noone is nature education-what one 

needs to know for survival and better living, spiritually, and physically, as well as 

emotionally. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! One main purpose of this philosophy-science Noone 

is not only to impart life-giving and much need nature knowledge to members of 

the African race, but also help bring out and help sharpen our abilities to reason 

soundly and rightly in order to regain our regal status as noble people, the 

Ethiopian race, also being the Ptahkindoid race, means that we have the potential 

to become gods and goddesses again, like no other race of people can. So, in order 

to become noble like our ancestors were many years ago, we must use reason 

(sound right reason) and profound concentration on our problems (both personal 

and racial) for the best solutions to our problems and the best answers to our 

questions. We must do less drinking and more thinking for our own benefit. Deep 

concentration with sound right reason to find the answers to our problems has to be 
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repeated time and again until the best solution to your problem sticks in your mind, 

and by the way it comes to you, you will know that it is the best answer to your 

question or the best solution to your problem. Let it be remembered always and let 

it be known!   

Listen to sound right reason! Remember, REASONING is the mental process of 

figuring something out, correctly, or to the best of your knowledge and ability. Also, 

Reasoning is the mental process of verifying information or disproving it to the best 

of your knowledge and ability. Moreover, Sound -Right-Reasoning is deep 

progressive thinking and profound concentration designed to gather data and 

conclude on the issue by separating the logical true from the apparent false. The 

Ptahkindoid race is the nobility race, by nature because nobility (nine standards and 

abilities) began with this African race also called the Ethiopian race. In addition, this 

race of people are direct descendants of flesh-and-blood gods and goddesses who 

inhabited the top half of the SMAT circle of order during the time at the top half 

existed, and this correct information makes Ethiopian race noble by nature. Let it be 

remembered always and let it be known!  

Listen to sound right reason! However, in order to practice our nobility as the 

Ptahkindoid race, we must use our best reasonability at all times, speak our best 

knowledge at the proper times, be neat and clean in public at all times, be on our best 

behavior at all times, and we must not become arrogant and too proud because of 

our new-found royal status. Noble people are firm but fair and equitable. Our 

growing reasonability (our intelligence and NoopooH), our nature knowledge (our 

philosophy-science Noone), and our natural nobility (our nature movement toward 

god-hood) are the Ptahkindoid race's true road to real freedom (from predators, 

diseases, and hunger), justice necessary provisions (food, clothes, and shelter), and 

equality, as well as security for each other. The cycle and circle, the time and tide, 

and the season and reason are in our favor. Let it be remembered always and let it 

be known!  
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Listen to Sound Right Reason! Figure one in just ahead in this topic is the 

Ethiopians-race hair-spiral (the Novoo), and the Novoo should look like a spring and 

at the same time look like three nines united one atop the other as illustrated by the 

Novoo symbol in this caption. The Novoo symbol represents the originality, 

uniqueness, identity, power and nobility of the Ethiopian race also called the African 

race. Novoo is pronounced No-voo, and it means Novenary originality, Novenary  

uniqueness, Novenary identity, Novenary power, and Novenary Nobility, and Nine 

of Nine or pertaining to Nine (Novem). Number Nine (9) is the highest among the 

digits, because all the digits come out of Nine, like all the colors come out of black: 

Nine (9) black on black (Noir). Let it be remembered always and let it be known!   

  

Listen to sound reason! The Novoo sign symbolizes originality of the Ethiopian race 

by showing that kinky hair is the Novenary offspring of  helix or solenoid hair, and 

solenoid hair (including its generation kinky hair) is sun hair (see the word Hair in 

the topic named "definition, identities, and explanations in this book") The Novoo 

symbol signifies uniqueness for the African race, because: the African Race is the 

only human race with wooly hair called kinky hair called sun hair and kingly hair. 

The Novoo symbol emblemizes identify of the Ethiopian race, because: It identifies 

our race as he first and original race not only on mother planet earth but everywhere 

human races are found in the universes. The Novoo represents power for the African 

race, because: It means that the ancestors of the Ethiopian race called the flesh-and-

blood gods and goddesses of Noop produced all human races and various forms of 

animals in the Zoop. Possesses only nobility of course, the Novoo stands for the 

Noble (Novenary) qualities, standards, values, and highest degrees that the black 

race is capable of attaining and maintaining. Hole for newrane. Let it be remembered 

always and let it be known!  
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Listen to sound right reason! Figure two just ahead in this subject is the circlecycle 

of almighty nature. The 720-degree circle cycle is the outer and largest circle of the 

circles of the SMAT circle of order. Like the 720-degree circle-cycle is the outer and 

largest circle of the circles of the SMAT circle of order. Like the 720degree circle-

cycle of the SMAT circle of chaos, the circle-cycle of cosmos is a special circle, 

because it maintains seven hundred and twenty degrees (720) instead of the regular 

three hundred and sixty degrees (360) of the conventional circle. Pay close attention 

to this description and explanation, for they are the main part of the key to 

understanding the SMAT circle of order: Each degree of the SMAT circle of order 

is like a dot on the perimeter of the circle and that dot (degree) last for one hundred 

thousand (100,000) years before it becomes the next dot or degree, and the dot moves 

degree by degree counterclockwise all the way around the perimeters of the circle 

ending up seventy-two million (72,000,000) years later back in the same spot from 

which it started. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Each degree of the big order circle is all nature (nature 

in its entirety) making a one-degree circular change at a time: all matter of absolute 

nature makes the circular changes one degree at a time within matter itself 

Remember, the SMAT circle of order is not a circle of distance but a circle of time 

and circular changes, and this means that mother planet earth can be hell at one time 

and heaven at another time by circular changes. These circular changes happen by 

cycles, seasons, and degrees as the SMAT circle of order demonstrates. The writer 

reiterates: it takes one hundred thousand (100,000) years for nature to make a one-

degree circular change within its matter, and seventy-two million (72,000,000) years 

to complete the circumference of the SMAT circle of order of four (4) seasons, many 

circles, and seven hundred and twenty (720) degrees. Let it be remembered always, 

and let it be known!  
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Listen to sound right reason! This writer repeats: A complete circular change is 

realized, when absolute nature completes the perimeter of the circle-cycle of the 

SMAT circle of order of almighty nature. Remember, each degree of the SMAT 

circle is just a small part of the complete circular change in matter that will 

eventually take place during seventy-two million (72,000,000) years. To put it 

another way, a circle-cycle (see figure one in this topic) of the SMAT circle of order 

takes seventy-two millions (72,000,000) of years to start at one point on the big order 

circle in a given form and condition, go all the way around the circle (not in distance 

but within time and matter itself) and come back to the same point where it started 

and be in the same or similar form and condition, but being older and more worn 

with each circle-cycle completion. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! If you have obtained, read, and studied books one and 

two of  Noone as suggested, also written by science-philosopher AFROO ONOO, 

you should know the functions of the SMAT order circle by now The circle-cycle 

(see figures 2 and 37 in this topic) is one of the forms of the SMAT circle of order, 

and the clockwise arrow on the right side of figure 2 represents the rotation of the 

SMAT circle of chaos, because it is the same degrees as the SMAT circle of cosmos, 

but the opposite direction. Look at figure 3 in this part of this book and see another 

form of the big order circle, and note that its configuration constitutes the cipher and 

digits 0, 6, 8, and 9 or vice versa. Also note that these digits are the same numbers 

which denote the body temperature of human beings: 98.60 degrees. Moreover, each 

quarter of the SMAT circle of cosmos equals eighteen million (18,000,000) years in 

duration, and 16 to 18 is the rate of breathing per minute for us human beings; also 

the numbers which control the contour of  the big order circle (see figures 23 and 41 

in this topic) add up to seventy two (72) when the digits are added together until 

there are only two digits left, like this: 3+4+5+6+7+8+9+8+7+6+5+4=72. Notice 

that seventy-two 
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(72) is the normal rate of heart beat per minute for humans. Let it be remembered 

always and let it be known!  

Listen to sound right reason! The fact that all of this phenomena is true and valid 

means that each and every one of us is a small universe fashioned in many ways like 

the universe surrounding us and we are parts of it, and become a productive part of 

it when a male and female persons among us unite in coition (sex intercourse) and 

procreate offspring, and then we experience everything that the universes of absolute 

nature experience and vice versa, because we are members and parts of our universe 

and almighty nature in general. This also means that the universes of infinite nature 

are organisms like the creatures they produce, grow, and sustain. We all are related 

to all we see and do not see and all we see and do not see are related to us. We all 

need the knowledge of closer relationship and greater unity with absolute-almighty 

nature like the science Noone provides. Let it be remembered always and let it be 

known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Almighty nature personifies us and we personify 

almighty nature. The correct information in the science Noone indicates that the true 

stars (the suns) of a universe of absolute nature are the head of that universe, the 

other universe bodies are the torso (the body), and the spirit beings of it are the 

extremities (the arms and hands, the legs and feet) of a universe. This way, nine 

nature NoopooH by way of science Noone personifies the universes of eternal nature 

and likewise personifies infinite nature itself, like this: but first, let the writer state 

this: All persons, all places, and all things are eternal, because all space, all matter, 

and all time are eternal - all persons, places, and things are made up of space, matter, 

and time. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  
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Listen to sound right reason! Eternal means to have no beginning and have no 

ending. However, what does end about persons, places, and things are their 

personalities, memories, forms, and formulas that constitute persons, places, and 

things as individuals. It is impossible to destroy matter in the sense that it exists no 

more than in some form or condition. A person, place or thing is space plus matter 

and must have time to exist. The state of condition of matter changes, but no matter 

ever ceases to exist - not one lot. A person dies and decays or a place burns to ashes, 

but the matter of them (every spec, spot or particle or dot) will always exist in some 

form or formula. Therefore, all persons, all places, and all things are eternal. Eternal-

infinite-unique-absolute nature is the One Supreme Being, and the One Supreme 

Being is the almighty of whom we all are members and parts of. Let it be 

remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Now, back to the personification of the almighty, the 

all-in-all called infinite-eternal-absolute nature and the One Supreme Being. Infinite 

space is vacuum and black, and blackness of darkness germinates persons and things, 

like conception in the darkness of the womb and films in the blackness of the camera. 

Vacuum and matter are opposites, because vacuum is nothingness and matter is 

somethingness, and the two are opposites and the couple of eternity and nobility. So, 

one must be the male, husband, and father, and other must be the female, wife and 

mother, because matter (the mother, the female) is the one who gestates the 

offspring, as vacuum (the father, the male) germinates them. Let it be remembered 

always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! It is no coincident that the word space has the letters 

PA in it, and the word matter has the letters MA in it. Of course, pa stands for father, 

and ma stands for mother. Brain-noots (omnobozll) by way of vacuum gives matter 

the power to produce the male energy and principle called semen (or sperm), the 

impregnating fluid of the male species, and this means that vacuum is the basic male 

principle. According to marriage vows, a husband and wife are one, and in this case, 

time is their keeper and the 
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laws of nature are their marriage vows. According to the laws of nature, infinite 

vacuum (the husband) and infinite matter (the wife) have always been and will 

forever be in an eternal embrace (space holds matter and they are embracing) with 

eternal time as their eternal keeper in life (the SMAT circle of cosmos) and in death 

(the SMAT circle of chaos) by the laws of nature and brain-noots. Nobility begins 

with this royal couple in endlessness. Let it be remembered always and let it be 

known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Vacuum and Matter - this embracing eternal couple of 

nobility creates (grow) all persons, places, and things by help of the keeper, eternal 

time, of course, eternal means no beginning and no ending which is true for space, 

matter, and time (the triad of absolute nature). It is fact that space (vacuum) is 

infinity, matter is to totality, and time is eternity, and the threesome are one and 

inseparable. The definition of time is the continuity (the continuation) of the 

existence of space and matter, and this makes time, the keeper, of space and matter. 

Of course, space is infinite vacuum, matter is anything and everything that occupy 

space, and NoopooH via Noone informs us all: The closer our relationship with 

nature and the better we identify ourselves with our maker (almighty nature) the 

better we all will be mentally, intellectually, spiritually, physically, materially, and 

emotionally. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! The foregoing paragraphs personify the One Supreme 

Being, almighty nature, who is infinite in all directions and eternal, as the father and 

mother of all forever and ever, and this is done by words and phrases of projection 

and injection in Noone knowledge. Remember, we all are members and parts of this 

almighty being who is omnipotent, omnipresent, and omniscient. We may eventually 

lose memories, personalities, forms, and formulas, but we will never cease to exist 

as space, matter, and time together with the almighty who is ordinary called nature 

in the English language of the United States of America. Therefore, we need to 
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unite with nature in order to survive what lies ahead as the point-3-south cataclysm 

designed by nature to end the old dispensation and begin the new by two thousand 

and twenty-two (2022) A.D., Give or take a few years. Almighty literally means: 

There is no power existing anywhere (male or female or neuter gender, negative or 

positive) that is not a part of the almighty. Let it be remembered always and let it be 

known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Look at figure four in this topic of this volume. It is an 

"N" surrounded by a circle. It is the Noop which is in the top half of the SMAT circle 

of order (see figures 3, 10, and 37 farther ahead in this subject), and it stands for 

nature (Noomoot), NoopooH, Noone, Nine (Novem), North, Nobility, Novoo, Noll, 

et cetera. The Noop, which may also be called Nodiac as the opposite of zodiac, 

means the unity of gods and goddesses like Zoop (zodiac) means the circle and unity 

of humans and animals. The purposes of  Noop in the top half of the big order circle 

are to distinguish and emphasize the positive opposites from the negative opposites 

in the top half versus the bottom half of the SMAT circle of order. For instance, to 

distinguish positive life from negative death: positive heaven from negative hell: 

positive peace from negative violence: the positive earth cycle from the negative 

violence: the positive earth cycle from the negative earth cycle, et cetera. Let it be 

remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to Sound Reason! The Noop, of course, supports the positive by turning 

counterclockwise, the turn of order and peace, and this is what makes the top half of 

the order circle, heaven and home of flesh and blood gods and goddesses of the 

universes, during the time that the top half exists. Brain-noots (magic doticles) called 

omnobozll control all matter, and it is their nature to change or move things in a 

circular manner clockwise or counterclockwise - by making circles and balls and 

changing matter within itself in a circular way. What circles or balls or changes that 

brain-noots make depend upon the laws of nature and the time, cycle, and season at 

hand. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  
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Listen to sound right reason! Brain-noots (omnobozll) are the smallest particles of 

matter that can exist, and they are electro-magnetic and magic-magnetic 

(supernatural) points of energy-matter and matter-energy that pervade all space and 

all matter in one degree or another, and they (omnobozll) always make the first move 

toward putting matter into creation order. Supernatural does not mean that it is 

something above and/or beyond nature, but instead, just a higher or highest form or 

quality of nature, because there is no such thing as something above and/or beyond 

almighty-infinite nature. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Brain-noots (magic-doticles) are particles of matter so 

small that they can neither be seen with the naked eyes nor with a microscope, but 

we know that they exist, because; we can see with them, hear with them, taste with 

them, smell with them, feel with them, physically and emotionally, and think with 

them. Moreover, we know that these magic doticles (omnobozll) must exist and 

always be active in order for the universes and absolute nature in general to be so 

complicated and yet so orderly. Nature even in its chaotic state called the SMAT 

circle of disorder (or primordial chaos) is still orderly in the sense that primordial 

chaos is always under control by the nature of nature including the laws of nature. 

Brain-noots (omnobozll) create brains and brains produce thing and reason that 

figure everything out and use natural ether via concentration to do what must be 

done. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to Sound Right Reason! Figure one farther over in this topics is the NOVOO 

(NO-VOO), the helix-solenoid Ethiopian-race symbol of the race's originality, 

power, uniqueness, nobility, and identity. The Novoo circle symbol is represented 

by three nines (999) in the form of a Helix and Solenoid as figure one shows. The 

Helix and Solenoid are shaped like a spring, coil, and spiral like the flocculi (wooly 

hair) of the true stars (the suns) and the original hair of the Ethiopian Race. Some 

solenoids can be found among the hair of kinky-haired people of today. Solenoid or 

Helix hair evolved into what is called today beady hair, nappy hair, knotty hair, 

wooly hair, and kinky hair. Beady hair is beauty hair. Nappy hair is  
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NoopooH hair, Knotty hair is knowledge hair, wooly hair is loving hair, and kinky 

hair is kingly hair, by nature and this hair makes the Ethiopian race unique among 

the human races and noble. However, noble by nature means you think noble. Note 

that the word Helix come from the root helio and helio means sun; likewise, the 

word solenoid is related to the words solar and ennead, and solar means sun and 

ennead means nine, and these are forces and powers of the Ethiopian race, also 

called the African race, the black race, and Ptahkindoid race. Also, the noid at the 

end of solenoid refers to blackness (noir). Let it be remembered always and let it be 

known!  

Listen to Sound Right Reason! Solenoid and Helix hair belonged to the flesh-and 

blood gods and goddesses who procreated the original Ethiopian race called the 

Ptahkindoid race some eighteen million (18,000,000) years ago, of course, time and 

energy made some changes in us members of the Ptahkindoid race to the point we 

are today. Yes, the changes were done by the forces of evolution. These facts tell us 

some of the reasons why the original human race on mother planet earth has kinky 

hair, but the writer calls helix-solenoid hair .... Kinky hair ..... Since it is the offspring 

of solenoid hair. Helix hair (kinky hair) represents originality among human races 

because it is sun-gene hair. Solenoid hair symbolizes power for the black race 

because it attracts ether energy from the sun. It is unique because kinky hair is 

peculiar to the Ethiopian race only, meaning, no other human race has it, and by the 

same rationale, it is our main identity and also the sign of nobility. Let it be 

remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to Sound Right Reason! Hence, kinky hair by nature is something to be very 

proud of. The three nines (999), as the Novoo symbolizes in figure one of this topic, 

are upright (999). When in the top half of the SMAT circle of order and downright 

(as) sixes (666) in the bottom half of the same circle. See figure 25 ahead in this 

topic. Nine, nine, nine (999) means: Nine in space, nine in matter, and nine in time, 

and the same meaning goes for six, six, six (666), but nine (9) also means strongest 

and best. Novoo (No-voo) means nine as in novem and black as in noir and nox as 

in nocti. As this writer has stated more than once in this book: Nine power is black 

power,  
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meaning, and the creative power out of whom comes all other powers. Brain-noots 

(OMNOBOZLL),The Gods of Gods, is invisible-magical black power whose 

reflection shows when the light of aeroform gases makes contact with them. Brain-

noots are like the sun: You see the light but you do not see the actual sun. Let it be 

remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Figures 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 12,37 and 42 show the NOOP 

and ZOOP turning counter clockwise and clockwise, respectively, in the NOUS and 

Zeus Zones of the big order circle. Nous is a philosophical name of NoopooH, THE 

ORIGINAL GROWER OF THE UNIVERSES OF ALMIGHTY NATURE. The 

writer would use the name PTAH or URANUS instead of ZEUS, but ZEUS (ZOOS), 

rhymes with NOUS (NOOS) is one main reason why he uses the name Zeus, and the 

other main reason is: ZEUS begins with the letter Z, is the opposite of N which is at 

the beginning of NODS. The Nine- Ether, Nine-Reason GOD of all existence during 

the top half of the SMAT circle of order, and Six-Nature ZOOPOOH is the Six-

Ether, Six-Reason GOD during the bottom half of the same time (BUT AT 

OPPOSITE TIMES INSTEAD). Let it be remembered and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! In this topic, be informed that Nous (Noos) and Zeus 

(Zoos) are opposites like cosmos and chaos are opposites and (see figures 3, 4,5, 7, 

and 10 ahead in this caption) and these opposites give opposite results during the 

opposite times they exist. Whereas, Nous is the primary creator of persons and 

things. Zeus is the secondary creator and evolutionary processor of persons and 

things in the bottom half of the SMAT circle of order. Note that the smaller circle 

(the Zoop) at bottom half of the big order circle turns clockwise like the hands of a 

clock, the turn of chaos, violence, and death called hell. The turning of the top half 

smaller circle (the Noop) is orderly and peaceful, because it turns along with the big 

circle counter clockwise, supporting life, order, peace and life that is called Heaven. 

- See figures 7, 10, 13,37 and 42 farther along in this topic. Let it be remembered 

always and let it be known!  
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Listen to sound right reason! But the smaller circle at bottom half of the SMAT circle 

of order, turns clockwise against the grain of the big circle, causing turmoil and 

violence and destruction like death, pain and suffering, immorality, injustices, 

deception, diseases, earthquakes, tidal waves, volcanoes, cyclones, tornadoes, et 

cetera, not only on mother planet Geartha but various places throughout absolute 

infinite nature. These conditions, during the time that the bottom half exists, may be 

called hell and a violent planet earth. Mother-goddess earth is not violent like this in 

the top half of the SMAT circle of order. Let it be remembered always and let it be 

known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! These facts are the reason why the writer states: there 

is no such thing as hell in one place and heaven in some other place at the same time. 

Heaven and Hell surely take turns existing in the universes at opposite times. 

Mother-goddess Gea (Planet Earth) and all nature in general will become true heaven 

again when infinite almighty nature reaches point-e-east again on the SMAT circle 

of order (see figures 7, 10 and 13 in this topic). We all are at point-3south right now 

at the time of this writing 2005 A.D. in the meantime, on an individual and personal 

basis, whatever condition of pain or pleasure, misery or comfort, you find yourself 

in at any given time is your hell or heaven. Yet, the whole bottom half of the SMAT 

circle of cosmos is called hell, according to the annals of universe cosmology. For 

the points 6-East, 9-North, 6-West, and 3South, see figures 6 and 29 farther ahead 

in this topic. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! The correct information in the foregoing paragraphs 

demands repetition (repeating) because many people, especially members of the 

Ethiopian race, are hung up on the deception of heaven and hell after death as taught 

by religionist. Planet earth and all nature in general are heaven at one time and hell 

at another time, and this means true heaven and hell take turns existing in the 

universes of infinite nature in the opposites in the nature of nature, and this is why 

the writer utters that there is no such thing as places called heaven and hell in 

different places at the same time, except in various other senses like a hell within 

hell or when one is feeling  
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good and having fun and pleasure, that is his or her heaven or when one is feeling 

bad and experiencing pain and suffering, that is his or her hell. Plus, for individuals 

heaven and hell are states of condition, and whatever condition you find yourself in 

at any given time is your heaven or hell. Let it be remembered always and let it be 

known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Furthermore, people can create a kind of heaven or hell 

for themselves by cooperation and unity, but, how they do it and how long it will 

last depend upon their degree of knowledge and the laws of nature, because how 

they do it is accountable to the laws of nature for reward or punishment. See figures 

7, 13, and 42, ahead in this caption of this book for the location of heaven and hell 

in time and not in distance. The SMAT circle of order is the circle of time and not 

of distance. What happens in a degree of the big order circle is happening within 

matter everywhere in nature in accord with the circular code in space, matter, and 

time. The smaller circles (the Noop and Zoop) of the SMAT circle of order are 

workings within the activities of the big circle, acting by the powers of the nature of 

nature. The nature of nature is the laws of nature working ordinarily and 

supernaturally meaning orderly by the powers of brain-noots (omnobozll) that 

permeate (invade) all matter in various degrees. Planet mother Geartha (also called 

gaia, gea, asha, et cetera) becomes heaven again, when the SMAT circle of order 

(one degree at a time) reaches Point 6-East again by changes within the existence of 

matter in a circular manner. Let it be remembered always and let it be mown!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Figure six like figure two ahead in this topic is the big 

order circle. The SMAT circle of cosmos (or order) plain and simple, that is to say, 

without any of its intricate working parts. One circle-cycle (one complete 

circumference or perimeter) of the big circle has time duration of seventy-two 

million (72,000,000) years, because the big order circles (the SMAT Circle of Order) 

has to represent life and death in absolute nature. The top half is three hundred and 

sixty degrees (360) and the bottom half is the same (see figure 7 in this topic). The 

top half stands for life and the bottom half symbolizes death as perpetrated by 

absolute nature in  
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creation and universe order. Figure seven is the opposites circle showing the 

opposites Noop and Zoop circles of the big order circle. The top circle emblemizes 

the positive opposites of long duration and the bottom circle supports the negative 

ones. See figures 4, 5, 7 and 37 farther over in this caption. The circle-cycles shown 

in this topic have the same degrees and time duration of the circle-cycle for the 

SMAT circle of chaos (or disorder). Read and study all the information given in and 

around all the figures shown in this topic, until you understand how all the forms 

and figures correlate and interrelate. Let it be remembered always and let it be 

known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! It is true that you may be familiar with some of the 

knowledge in this book, if you have read books one and two of  "Introduction to the 

Nature of Nature," also written by Afroo Oonoo; but this book (book three) attempts 

to make information given by the other two volumes simpler and clearer while 

adding more new correct information called nature knowledge. In figures ten and 

eleven of this topic, notice that the SMAT circle of order is called cosmos and that 

of disorder is labeled chaos; these circles are opposites. The cosmos (figure ten) and 

primordial chaos (figure eleven) constitute all activities that will ever happen in 

absolute infinite nature. Of course, cosmos is the matter of nature in creation, order, 

and primo dial chaos is the matter of nature during and after the cosmos has dissolved 

into formlessness. The SMAT circle of order turns counterclockwise in the top of 

the Eternal Seal of Eternal Nature (see figure ten and twelve in this caption), and the 

SMAT circle of disorder turns clockwise. An example of north rotating 

counterclockwise and south revolving clockwise is cyclones on planet earth: North 

of the equator, cyclones turn counter wise, and south of the equator, they spin 

clockwise (in the direction of the hands of a clock). Let it be remembered always 

and let it be known.  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Much knowledge about Infinite-Eternal Nature can be 

found and confirmed by models and examples. The writer avers: It is the Nature of 

Nature to be rings, spirals, circles, and balls; and it is the 
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Nature of Nature to make and grow rings, spirals, circles, and balls. Examples of this 

are universes, and universe bodies such as suns and planets, rings, or planes that 

planets make around their suns, the cells and atoms that constitute matter, the spiral 

motions of storms, et cetera. What's more, magic-magnetic brain-noots (ominobozll) 

in matter likewise make these circles and balls within the structure of matter itself, 

and these actions of the opposites constitute the SMAT circle of cosmos and its 

opposite the SMAT circle of chaos. For example: A live organism like a universe 

will gradually go through various stages of form changes (via its off springs) in long 

term metamorphosis like beings do during evolution, but instead of going through 

just the evolutionary process, the organism goes through four different process all 

toll- (1) the Revolutionary process of changes (2) The Originary process of changes 

(3) the Doriginary process of changes and (4) the Evolutionary process of changes 

(see figures 15 and 43 in this subject) and these quarter-circle processes are also 

called seasons like spring, summer, autumn, and winter. Let it be remembered 

always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! This writer, Afroo Oonoo, is attempting to give the 

reader and listener examples and explanations of circular changes in matter in accord 

with the SMAT circle of order in The Nature of Nature. Birth and development, 

death and decay, as we know them, are processes of circular changes in matter, on a 

very short-term basis, but, of course; it takes nature in general and as a whole a much 

longer time to make these changes in the universes and nature as a whole as 

organisms. Goddess-mother Geartha (pronounced g-earth-a, the favorite name for 

planet earth by the writer) makes some of her changes only by events like volcanoes 

and earthquakes as well as by way of her offspring, and all changes eventually return 

back similar to the way they were before the alterations. When the circular changes 

get back to where they started in time, the universes of nature get weaker each time 

it happens (80 time total), and at end of the 80th 
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circle-cycle, the SMAT circle of order becomes the SMAT circle of disorder also 

called primordial chaos. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Figures 12 and 19 in this part of this book are the 

cosmos circle and chaos circle combined, showing how one becomes the other - they 

alternate by taking turns existing. They do not exist at the same time, and only one 

degree of one of the big circles exists at any given time, and that one degree is all of 

nature (nature in its entirety) making a one degree circular change at a time - not in 

distance but in time by brain-noots (omnobozll) making supernatural changes (magic 

metamorphosis) within matter starting at one dot on the SMAT circle, going all the 

way around the perimeter of the circle, and coming back to the starting point, making 

a complete circle within matter by time and circular changes. When the circle gets 

back to where it began, although the universes of nature are a little weaker, all matter 

will be in the same or very similar form and condition as when the circular changes 

began, although it went through long-term alterations and genetic mutations. Figures 

10, 11, 12, 17, 18, and 19 show the SMAT circles of cosmos and chaos and how one 

becomes the other every eighty (80) circle-cycles. Let it be remembered always and 

let it be known!  
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INTRODUCTION TO THE NATURE OF NATURE 

 

REITERATION INFORMATION  

  

Listen to sound Right Reason! This reiteration information is information of 

repetition, that is to say, information being repeated for whatever reason or reasons. 

The repeats of information in this presentation are intentional for the purposes of 

clarity, drilling for memory and emphasis on points already made. The words and 

phrases for persons and things identified and the words and phrases defined, 

described, and explained in the topic called "Definition, Identifies, and 

Explanations" earlier in this book are in alphabetical order, so their meanings can be 

found more easily when desired. It is very important that the reader and listener 

know the true and scientific meaning of the popular and profound words, names, and 

phrases used in this book three, because knowing helps people understand persons, 

places, and things better. Knowledge is correct information, and truth is knowledge, 

and the science Noone is both. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! This book is dedicated to all races of people in general 

and the Ethiopian race in particular. The Ethiopian race is all people who grow 

genuinely kinky hair on their heads by nature. The writer of this volume is an 

Ethiopian by race, and his Eastern name is Afroo Oonoo, meaning, first to rise from 

the mental dead. Afroo Oonoo is originally from the Sudan in our motherland Africa, 

and is appointed by Nine-Nature NoopooH. To scientifically, with sound right 

reasoning, investigate matters about persons, places, and things vital to life, liberty, 

and better living, and this means finding and disclosing knowledge by interpreting 

religion, identifying, defining, explaining, and describing persons, places, and 

things. Sound right reason may also be called Nine-Reason, because sound right 

reason is Nine-Reason in the bottom half of the SMAT circle of order. Understand 

that NoopooH is not an individual spirit being but an atmosphere of mental-aero 

form-gases from the suns called sound right reason and nine reason. Nine-Nature 

NoopooH is the Nine-Ether Nine-Reason God of all nature during the time that the 

top half of the SMAT circle of order exists, and six-nature ZoopooH is the Six-Ether 

six reason God of all nature during the time that the bottom half of the SMAT circle 

of order exists, which is right now. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  
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REITERATION INFORMATION  

  

Listen to Sound Right Reason! It is true that the influence of NoopooH known as 

sound right reason starts in the bottom half of the SMAT circle of order at the tail 

end of the number nine (9) and goes upward on the right-side of the big order circle 

(see figure 4 and the digits 6 and 9 on the left and right sides of the figure in this 

topic). This writer repeats: NoopooH is not an individual spirit being, because Nine-

Ether individual spirit beings can not exist in the bottom half of the SMAT circle of 

order (the domain of death and the dead); NoopooH is a throughout-nature 

atmosphere of mind energies that increase in density and strength throughout nature 

until they reach Point-9-North (counterclockwise) on the SMAT circle of cosmos. 

Remember! NoopooH represents life and the living, and ZoopooH stands for death 

and the dead. The visible individual spirit beings in the top half of the big order circle 

are NoopooH, but they exist as ZoopooH in the bottom half and invisible, because 

they are dead and in the death zone (see figures 7, 13,25, and 42 farther ahead in this 

subject). We all are in the death zone right now at point-3south (see figures 13 and 

45). Of course, NoopooH is the opposite of ZoopooH by nature, and this means that 

these two mind energy powers are also opposites in compositions and results. Let it 

be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Whereas the name Afroo Oonoo is pronounced AF-

ROO- OO-NOO, the name NoopooH is pronounced Noo-Poo with the H being 

silent. Whereas infinite space (infinite vacuum) is the unmoved mover, NoopooH is 

the original prime-mover, sound right reason, and grower of the universes of 

Absolute Nature by way of brain-noots whose universe and scientific name is 

Noomnobezoom whose pronunciation is noom-nob-be-zoom. This name 

Noomnobezoom is plural like the word brain-noots, but unlike brain-noots, it uses 

singular verbs. Brain-noots manifest themselves as NoopooH on the part of the 

SMAT circle of order that constitutes the digit nine (9), and they manifest themselves 

as ZoopooH on the part of the SMAT circle of cosmos that constitutes the digit six 

(6) - see figure 45 ahead in this topic. NoopooH is the Nine-Ether Nine-Reason God 

of almighty nature, and ZoopooH is the Six-Ether Six-Reason God of almighty 

nature, and these two mighty powers are opposites who exist in the same 
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place (throughout all nature) at opposite times. Noomnobezoom (brain noots) is the 

God of Gods who controls all nature at all times, but during the SMAT circle of 

disorder (primordial chaos), the name Noomnobezoom is Zoomnobenoom. In the 

science Noone, now. Remember and Advocate!   

  

Listen to Sound Right Reason! NoopooH is Nine-Ether spirit, and Nine-Ether spirit 

is sound right reason energy that pervades the aeroform gases and atmosphere 

throughout all nature. Sound right reason (and reason in general) is mind energy and 

concentrated thinking. Reasoning is the mental process of figuring something out. 

Cosmic reason is universe mind that permeates all the universes of absolute nature 

at any given time. Nature Ether is all ether produced by the universe orbs and bodies 

throughout all nature. Nine-Ether is the combination of all matter in absolute nature 

that can become energy and has become energy, and Nine-Ether is the highest degree 

and highest quality of ether energy, and all other natural-ether energy, energies are 

lesser degrees of Nine-Ether energy. As Nine-Ether waxes (increases) going upward 

on the right side of the SMAT circle of order, Six-either wanes (decreases). The 

prime-mover in the matter of nature is the first noots or atoms of matter to make the 

first move toward putting a person, place, or thing into creation order. The science 

of knowledge in this book is called Noone - The words of NoopooH by nature. Let 

it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! One main purpose of the philosophy-science Noone is 

not only to impart vital and much needed nature knowledge to members of the black 

race, but also help bring out and help sharpen our abilities to reason soundly and 

rightly in order to regain our regal status as noble people. The Ethiopian race, also 

being the ptahkindoid race, means that we have the potential to become gods and 

goddesses again, like no other race of people can. So, in order to become noble like 

our ancestors were many years ago, we must use reason (sound right reason) and 

profound concentration on our problems (both personal and racial) for the best 

solutions to our problems and the best answers to our questions. Deep concentration 

with sound right reason to find the answers to your problems  
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has to be repeated time and again until the best solution to your problem sticks in 

your mind, and by the way it comes to you, you will know that it is the best answer 

to your question or the best solution to your problem. Let it be remembered always 

and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Remember, reasoning is the mental process of figuring 

something out, correctly, or to the best of your knowledge and ability. Also, 

reasoning is the mental process of verifying information or disproving it to the best 

of your knowledge and ability. To become noble we must use our best reasonability 

at all times, speak our best knowledge at the proper times, be neat and clean at all 

times especially when in public, be on our best behavior at all times, and we must 

not become arrogant and too proud because of our new found royal status. Noble 

people are firm but fair and equitable. Our growing reasonability (our intelligence 

and NoopooH), our nature knowledge (our philosophy-science Noone), and our 

natural nobility (our nature movement toward Godhood) are the ptahkindoid race's 

true road to real freedom (from predators, diseases, and hunger), justice, necessary 

provisions (food, clothes, and shelter), and equality, as well as security for each 

other. The cycle and circle, the time and tide, and the season and reason are in our 

favor. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! If a person is intelligent enough, he or she can mentally 

escape to the world of sound right reason and reality which is Noone, inspite of all 

the evil spells and curses from religion. Noone is the word-andknowledge powers 

and science of sound right reason called NoopooH. Noone is the foundational and 

formal Introduction to The Nature of Nature by Afroo Oonoo, the investigator, 

scribe, and reporter for Noo-Pooh, the original primemover. Noone is the science of 

sound right reason and the principles of reason and reality. Reality is nature-whole 

and complete. The degree of a person's ability to reason soundly for recognizes 

sound reasoning when he or she reads it or hears it, determines his or her degree of 

intelligence. To put it in another way, reasonability is intelligence and vice versa; 

therefore, the better one reasons rightly and soundly or  
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recognizes right reasoning by someone else, the higher is his or her intelligence. 

Sound right reason is the best mind of the One Supreme Being absolute-almighty 

nature - at point-3-south on the SMAT circle of order. Of course, that mighty and 

most intelligent mind will grow in density and power until it reaches point-9-north 

on the SMAT circle of cosmos, moving counterclockwise from point-3-south (see 

figures 14,26, nod 45). Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! This writer is going to reiterate in different words some 

of the things said in the foregoing information, because it is very important that they 

be understood. Everyone does not have the talent to reason soundly and rightly but 

may have the gift to recognize and follow sound right reasoning of someone else 

when he or she reads it or hears it; hence, that person is intelligent to the degree that 

he or she can reason soundly or understand sound right reasoning, done by someone 

else. In other words, to be able to reason soundly and rightly yourself or be able to 

recognize and adhere to someone else right reasoning means that you are intelligent 

to the degree that you can do that. The main point is this: All this means that a person 

should try hard to sharpen his or her reasonability by doing profound concentrated 

thinking often on issues that need it. Reasoning leads to right conclusions. There are 

three things that would help greatly toward improving the reasoning powers of 

members of the ptahkindoid race: Stop drinking and start thinking and stop using 

dope and start using hope and replace both with education. (Learned to do something 

positive for livelihood) Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

 Listen to sound right reason! The biography of the universes of unique nature found 

in this knowledge book is basically in chronological order. This writer for NoopooH 

tried to keep this book in some kind of order, either alphabetical, numerical, or 

chronological order. He also endeavored to keep this book of factual information 

plain, and simple, to the point and vitally meaningful. Noone is the science of 

knowledge by answering the knowledge questions: Who, How, Where, by Whom, 

When, Why, What, Which, and nature of, whenever and wherever possible. Noone 

is the  

\ 
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of identities and definitions of person, places, and things plus their descriptions and 

explanations. Noone is the science of investigations, examinations, analysis, and 

conclusions on person, places, and things. Noone is the science of revealing 

knowledge- be it negative or positive - about persons, places, and things The science 

Noone discloses the opposites of Almighty Nature and their activities. The science 

Noone is this philosophy, cosmology, and biography of absolute-almighty nature 

known as the One Supreme Being. The science philosophy Noone is about All 

Space, All Matter, and All Time - past, present and future. Let it be remembered 

always and let it be known! 

 

 Listen to sound right reason! Nature is the most complex being that can exist, and 

the only whole and complete being that can exist, because all other beings are parts 

of it; therefore, Infinite Nature is unique, meaning, the only one of its kind. Nature 

is absolute, infinite, and eternal. Absolute Nature is all there ever was, all there is, 

all there ever will be. Nature is All Space, All matter, and All Time - Past, Present, 

and Future. Hence, Nature is The Almighty. Nature is unique because: There is none 

other like it. Nature is Absolute, for it is the All-in-All. Let it be remembered always 

and let it be known!  

 

 Listen to Sound right reason! Unique nature is infinite, because it is endless in all 

directions. Nature is eternal, because it never had beginning and can never end. 

Nature is almighty, because there is no power that can exist that is not nature. Nature 

is All-Space (Infinity), and space is infinite nothingness which is infinite vacuum. 

Nature is all matter (totality), and matter is anything and everything that occupy 

space. Nature is All Time (eternity), and time is the continuity (the continuation) of 

the existence of All Space and All Matter. - See figures 8 and 9 in the foregoing 

topic of this book for the symbols of the triad of nature. Nature is the absolute, 

infinite, eternal organism - in order one half of time, and in disorder the other half. 

Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  
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Listen to sound right reason! When nature is in its order cycle, it is scientifically 

called Noomnoomootoom - Pronounced Noom-Noo-Moo-Toom, meaning the 

SMAT circle of order or cosmos, and, when nature is in its disorder cycle, it is 

scientifically called Zoomnoomootoom - Pronounced Zoom-Noo-Moo-Tom, 

meaning, the SMAT circle of disorder or chaos. The universe meaning of the name 

Noomnoomootoom is the SMAT circle of cosmos or order, and the literal or word 

meaning of the name Noomnoomootoom is All Space, All Matter, and All Time in 

order. The universe meaning of the name Zoomnoomootoom is the SMAT circle of 

chaos or disorder, and the literal meaning of the name Zomnoomootoom is All 

Space, All Matter, and All Time in disorder. Zoomnoomootoom and  

Noomnoomootoom are opposite names for the same being - Almighty Nature - 

finite and infinite, limitless and timeless. The letters Z and N are opposites like 6 

and 9 are opposites. The letter S is a variant of the letter Z. Therefore, the word 

South could just as well be Zouth. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

Listen to sound right reason! The letter N at the beginning of the name  

Noomnoomootoom indicates live universes of nature, and letter z at the beginning 

of the name Zoomnoomootoom symbolizes dead universes of nature. The letters N 

and Z are opposites like the digits 9 and 6 are opposites. Nine (9) Represents the 

living in universe, scientific culture, and six (6) represents the dead. Nine (9) 

emblemizes order, and six (6) signifies disorder. Nine and six are opposites in the 

annals of the universes; six is negative and nine is positive. Of course, when nature 

is alive and consciously active, it is in the form of universes that pervade all space, 

but, when it is dead and unconsciously active, it is in the form of small separate 

particles of matter like fog, dust, dirt, brain-noot, chemicals, and sand that permeate 

all space. Of course, this condition of matter also called primordial chaos has no 

gravitational pull and no central light or centers of light, because there are no 

universe bodies to cause gravity or light. Thereby, all matter just floats in All Space 

all the time. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  
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Listen to sound right reason! Primordial chaos (the SMAT circle of chaos or 

disorder) lasts for five billion seven hundred and sixty million (5,760,000,000) years, 

and its opposite, the SMAT circle of cosmos or order, has the same time duration. 

To put it another way: These two almighty circles of Space, Matter, and Time 

alternate (take turns) existing in equal but opposite times. The word SMAT is the 

acronym (the first letters in the words of the phrase) of Space, Matter, and Time. 

Space, Matter, and Time are one and in separable as well as eternal, meaning, had 

no beginning; and will not and can not ever end. Matter had no beginning: it simply 

changes from one form to another, one condition to another, and from one formula 

to another, forever. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  
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Listen to sound right reason! When the universes of almighty nature are originating 

or beginning to formulate into cosmos out of chaos, the first quarter of the SMAT 

circle of order is called gestation (see figures 5, 23, 38, 39,40,43, and 44 in the 

SMAT circles of nature topic), because the matter of nature gets impregnated by the 

male energies in matter, produced by the generating and germinating factors in 

blackness (vacuum), and aided by the brain-noots powers who control all matter at 

all times in accord with the nature of nature and the laws of nature. During the 

gestation quarter, there are of course, the conception period, the embryo period, and 

the fetus period; and all this means that the universes of absolute nature are colossal-

gigantic organisms that be born, live, and eventually die similar to the manner which 

other lesser organisms experience. A circle cycle of the SMAT circle of order is 80 

x 72 million years. Quarter one of the first circle cycle rotation is gestation and all 

79 succeeding circle cycle rotations is called revolution (see figures 6, 23, 39, and 

40 in the SMAT circle of nature topic). A complete rotation of the circle-cycle of the 

order circle is a complete circumference of the SMAT circle of order or disorder 

which takes 72 million years. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Mankind has been searching many years for the origin 

of life on planet mother earth and the origin of the universe as well. Until recently 

mundane scientists never mentioned anything about more than one universe. It is 

obvious that something or someone has extended their minds. The writer's favorite 

name for mother goddess earth is Geartha (pronounced g-earth-a). It is true that 

mankind knows much more about the histories of humanity and the universe than 

they disclose to the public, because they do not want members of the Ethiopian race 

to know what they know, for obvious reasons. One reason is: mankind does not want 

ptahkind to learn about our true history and universe culture. Let it be remembered 

always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Yet, going to other planets and satellites is not the 

answer to knowing the beginnings of everything on planet earth and in the universes, 

including the universes themselves. The answers to origins 
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and all other sensible and reasonable questions are right here in and on and around 

planet earth, aided by right reason, the SMAT circle of order, examples, experiences, 

models, and comparisons. Reason (especially sound right reason) is the key to 

investigating and examining absolute nature and its members and parts, and 

examining and concluding on the findings of the investigations. This writer, Afroo 

Oonoo, is dedicated by nine-nature NoopooH, to investigate, examine, and conclude 

with profound concentrated thinking and progressive Nine-Reasoning (sound right 

reason), using the elimination process. Let it be remembered always and let it be 

known!   

  

Listen to sound right reason! Figure 37 in the topic entitled "The SMAT Circles of 

Nature" is a form of the SMAT circle of order, showing its circles and degrees in the 

space and matter of the universes and nature in general. The universes of infinite 

nature are gigantic organs of growth designed to exist as plant to fulfill the laws of 

nature as the forces of nature by their positive and negative opposites. These vast 

beings, also called Suniverses, of course are parts of one whole absolute being, and 

that is eternal nature - all space, all matter and all time - past, present, and future. 

There are galaxies of universes in nature like there are galaxies of star in the 

universes, because nature is endless in all directions. Like the universe bodies, such 

as suns, planets, and satellites, the Suniverses are global in form, and, although it is 

infinite in all directions, absolute nature is mentally perceived as being round, also. 

A universe of unique nature is a huge colossal ball of various gases between its walls 

with countless and active global growths and boulders scattered throughout is 

aeroform gases and surrounded by hydrosphere called aquasphere (water like 

exterior) and other universes. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

 Listen to sound right reason! Figure 32 in the part of this book called "The SMAT 

Circles of Nature" shows what the primordial chaos (The SMAT circle of disorder) 

of all nature looks like before the universes sprout an grow. Primordial chaos is a 

foglike, dustlike, sand like, dirt like condition of matter that pervades all space, when 

absolute nature is in its disorder time zone called the SMAT circle of chaos. When 

the SMAT circle of chaos has finished 
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its time duration of five billion seven hundred and sixty million (5,760,000,000) 

years in disorder by laws of nature and the forces that be the absolute almighty is 

ready by laws of nature and brain-noots (omnobozll) to make its move by 

spontaneous combustion toward order known as the SMAT circle of cosmos or 

order. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!   

  

Listen to sound right reason! The SMAT circle of cosmos also has a time duration 

of 5,670,000,000 million years, and this means that almighty nature is in order half 

of time and in chaos the other half, because, after spending billions of years in order 

and countless activities, like everything else, the universes of nature grow old and 

weak and in need of rest and revitalization, so that they can regain their youth and 

strength and resume their countless activities. Figures 17, 18, and 19 in the caption 

called "The SMAT Circles of Nature" in this book demonstrates how one SMAT 

circle becomes the other SMAT circle and vice versa by The Nature of Nature, when 

the time is right and the matter of nature is ready. Gestation of an organism (as in 

mammals like humanoids) is the stages and steps of development of it from 

conception of the being to its birth. Therefore, since universes are organisms too, the 

gestation process is what happens to them also, like other living organisms. Let it be 

remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! What the writer reiterates to you in these paragraphs, 

you must know and understand, if you are to comprehend the science Noone and 

the power NoopooH, the beginning of life and order in the universes of eternal 

nature. We all live on and by cycles-cycles called the SMAT circle of order or 

cosmos. This circle moves one degree at a time, counterclockwise, not in distance 

but in time and circular changes within matter itself, and that one degree (that one 

dot on the circle's perimeter) is all space, all matter, and all time (absolute nature 

whole and complete) making a one degree circular change at a time and turning 

and changing counterclockwise - opposite to the turning of the hands of a clock. 

Evolutionary changes (gradual and metamorphic) are a model example of the 

natural changes which the writer alludes to. Let it be remembered always and let it 

be known!  
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Listen to sound right reason! The changes that take place are within matter itself, 

and remember, the first quarter (quarter one) of the SMAT circle of order is the 

spring season of all existence (all space, all matter, and all time) - see figures 29, 38, 

39, and 43 in the topic ("The SMAT Circles of Nature"). The degrees of the other 

three quarters and seasons rotate extremely gradual like the evolution quarter and 

season. Growth and decay of plants and animals are one fast example of matter's 

circular changes, when one considers their procreation and reproductions of 

continuation. Take this short-term example and apply the long-term like the 

evolutionary process of millions of years and we have a fine model of nature's 

circular changes. Of course, the big order circle makes its circular changes over 

millions and billions of years, and at the completion of each circle-cycle of the 

SMAT circle of order. The universes of all nature are just a little weaker and older 

until 80 circle-cycles are completed, then the universes of absolute nature slowly 

disintegrate. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! To make things clearer via repetition: a person, place, 

or thing starts at one point (or degree) on the order circle, goes around the perimeter 

of the circle not in distance but in changes, one counterclockwise degree at a time, 

and ends up back at the same spot on the circle where he, she, or it began, while 

going through all the evolutionary changes in form, degree by degree, that a circle 

can make within matter. The SMAT Circle of Order is seven hundred and twenty 

degrees (720). Because it includes the zones of life and death, the living and the dead 

(see figures 10, 13, 25, and 42 in the topic "The SMAT Circles of Nature") But these 

two opposites exist at opposite times. One degree of the SMAT circle of order is one 

hundred thousand (100,000) years, and that one degree (one dot of the circle line) is 

all space, all matter, and all time gradually changing in an evolutionary manner and 

coming back to the same beginning form and condition or a very similar form and 

condition. The SMAT circle of chaos or disorder, also called primordial chaos, 

works in a similar way as the order circle, but in disorder instead of order. - see 

figures 17, 18, and 19 in "The Smat-Circles-of-Nature topic." Let it be remembered 

always and let it be known!  
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Listen to sound right reason! Cosmos means universe order, and chaos means 

universe disintegration and disorder. This writer has already disclosed that the 

SMAT Circle of Chaos (primordial chaos) is the condition where and when all 

matter of almighty nature is in a fog like, dust like, dirt like, and sand like state of 

existence (see figure 32 in the circles topic) and, after 5,760,000,000 years, it is the 

time, season, and cycle for the SMAT circle of chaos to turn into the SMAT circle 

of cosmos. The circle of disorder becomes the circle of order by turning upward 

counterclockwise on the right side into the first quarter and gestation of the 

universes' process at point-3-north and point3-south of the disorder and order circles 

(see figures 17, 18, and 19 again). Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! The change process from the chaos circle to the order 

circle goes from the 2 toward the 3 divider on the left of the chaos circle to the 

upward movement of the 3 toward the 4 divider of the cosmos circle on the right 

(see figure 19-A and its arrows in the SMAT circles section of this book). The circles 

make their change at N3 and 3S on the perimeters of the circles. These changes 

happen one degree or one dot at a time, and the changes go from the clockwise turn 

to the counterclockwise turn as the arrows show in the figure. The beginning of the 

first quarter ·of the SMAT circle of order and the starting point of the gestation 

processes of the universes of absolute nature take place at this point - 3S and 3N- 

one is upon the other. In the topic named "The SMAT Circles of Nature" Figure 19-

B illustrates the conversion to the opposite process from the order circle to the chaos 

circle- check the arrows in both figures. Let it be remembered always and let it be 

known!  

Listen to sound right reason! This writer stated previously in the presentation that 

we all live on a circle, or better still, the circle. Here are some reasons why and how: 

Look at figure 37 shown in the topic "The SMAT Circles of Nature" in this book. 

This circle of law and order has four main figures: 0-6-8-9 which make-up the 

SMAT circle of order, and we know that the average body temperature of human 

beings should be 98.60 degrees same as the four numbers that constitute the big order 

circle and its two  
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smaller circles. Now look at figure 24 and note that all the digits that must be used 

to divide the circle of order into twelve equal top and bottom life and right 

measurement triangle for the purposes of law and order and due process, add up to 

or equal seventy two (72) points - that which should be the average heart beat (or 

pulse) of a human being. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Then too, figures 39 and 40 in the SMAT Circles of 

Nature topic in this volume tells us that each quarter of the order circle equals 

eighteen (18) million years, indicating that number 18 is the number of times human 

beings should normally and naturally breathe per minute. Moreover, it is fact that 

the cipher and all nine digits add up to nine (9) this way: 0+1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9 

+ 45 and 4+5=9. Nine represents life, law, and order. It is also true that all digits 

multiplied together is nine like this: 1x2x3x4x5x6x7x8x9 = 362880 and 

3+6+2+8+8+0=27 and 2+7=9, because 9 is all digits plus the cipher. The acronym 

(the first letter of each word) for the phrase north, east, west, and south is news (see 

figure 38 in the circles caption), and this is appropriate for the SMAT circle of order 

because it is definitely news - the latest and best news is philosophical and ethereal 

science.  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Nine (9) is the beginning (alpha) and six (6) is the 

ending (omega). Six (6) is nine upside down, that is to say, 6 is 9 in reverse. There 

must be life before there can be death; therefore, nine was before six. In fact, nine 

was before all numbers, because all numbers come out of nine. Yet, nine and six are 

opposites. Nine starts the process of gestation, and gestation is the creative process 

which helps to develop life and forms at the beginning of organisms. Life human 

beings, universes of almighty -Reason science of the universes of absolute nature 

and Introduction To The Nature of Nature. Noone is the spiritual science of sound 

right reason and the reasonable words of Nine-Reason and reality. Noone is the 

ethereal philosophy of all creation, and NoopooH is the positive powers  
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of original creation. Figures 38 and 39 in "The SMAT Circles of Nature" that show 

where quarters one and the gestation manifestation begin at point three south (35). 

Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! A book or person could tell you that any person or thing 

created the universes of nature, if he, she, or it does not have to tell you how and 

does not have to make reasonable sense telling you how. Another thing, if a person 

can tell me the composition of the creator, the writer can figure out for himself 

whether the person or thing is able to create the universes of absolute nature. Of 

course, by create the writer means grow, whenever and wherever the creation of 

something is by nature. Creating does not mean making something from nothing; 

creating means forming or formulating something or someone from matter never had 

beginning and can never end. Brain-noots (omnobozll) are always the first particles 

of matter to make the first move toward growing matter into creation order. Absolute 

matter is the almighty together with absolute space and absolute time. Let it be 

remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! If a person is intelligent enough, he or she can mentally 

escape to the world of sound right reason and reality which and who are Noone and 

NoopooH who reveal the following: When it is time for gestation of the universes 

of nature, the matter of absolute nature is impregnated by the male energies in matter 

germinated by the darkness of vacuum (space), Brain-noots, Nine-Ether, and the 

laws of nature, of course, Nine-Ether, is NoopooH. The laws of the opposites in 

nature take effect and the stage is set for conceptions of the universes of infinite 

nature. A law of nature is a characteristic and instinct of nature that is consistent. 

When nature does something the same way each time that conditions are the same 

in space, matter, and time, invariably, that action, reaction, or inaction establishes a 

law of nature. Water runs until it finds its own level in nature is one example of a 

law of nature; an object sinks, in water until it displaces its own weight in that water 

is another example; an object rises or falls in the atmosphere until it displaces its 

own weight in that air is a third example of a  
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law of nature. The nature of a person or thing is the law of that person or thing by 

nature. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

 

Listen to sound right reason! Darkness or blackness (vacuum space) is the  

germinator in conception and development of life as well as being the generator of 

the impregnator in the matter of absolute nature. In other words, blackness (vacuum) 

is the generating powers of all male impregnating forces in the matter of nature as 

well as being the germinating powers, and this is why the writer maintains that space 

(vacuum) is the male opposite of the female opposite called matter; also meaning 

that this noble twosome are the father (pa) and mother (rna) of all persons and things 

past, present, and future. Vacuum (blackness) is germinator because it keeps the 

organism from being exposed to light, until is formula and form are established. An 

example of darkness protection and germination is camera and film. If the film is 

exposed to light, the pictures will not develop. Let it be remembered always and let 

it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Brain-noots, whose proper name is Noomnebozoom, 

are the smallest doticles of matter that can exit. The name Noomnebozoom is plural 

but uses a singular verb. Noomnebozoom is the prime mover in all matter, and the 

prime-mover is the first atoms of matter to make the first move toward putting or 

growing a person, place, or thing into creation order. Noomnebozoom is magic and 

magnetic brain power and mental energy of the highest order, highest quality, and 

highest degree. Brain-noots (Noomnebozoom) are supernatural. We can not see 

Brain-noots with a microscope nor with naked eyes, but we can hear with them, taste 

with them, feel with them, (physically and emotionally), smell with them and of 

course, think and reason with them through our brains. Brainnoots are the beginning 

and ultimate power in the all in all who is unique nature. Noomnebozoom creates 

brains, and brains are natural instructions used by brainnoots to grow persons, 

places, and thing via creative reason and natural ether. Let it be remembered always 

and let it be known!  
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Listen to sound right reason! Of course, conception is the beginning of the gestation 

process. Notice that the first letters (ENWS) of the four major directions of the big 

order circle spell news when rearranged (see figure 38 in the SMAT Circles of 

Nature topic of this book). This is true because the SMAT circle of order (scoo) and 

all of its related circles, including the SMAT circle of chaos, are all the news there 

is - past, present, and future - and this means all knowledge there ever was, all 

knowledge there is, and all knowledge there can ever be. Noone is the science of 

knowledge, understanding and wisdom. Knowledge is correct news, and correct 

news is truth while truth is knowledge. Let it be remembered always and let it be 

known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! It is correct news that even when all matter of Absolute 

Nature is in primordial chaos (disorder), it is still in order in the sense that the SMAT 

circle of disorder (scod) goes through the same or similar turns and changes that the 

SMAT circle of cosmos (order) does, except in disorder instead of order and 

clockwise instead counterclockwise. Counterclockwise is the turn of order, and 

clockwise is the turn of disorder. Disorder being in order is why the chaos circle can 

return to order when the time, season, cycle, and conditions for return arrive. 

Otherwise, the SMAT Circle of cosmos (order) would have to come back into 

existence at random or by accident, and that may be never. Brain-noots 

(Noomnebozoom), the god of gods, are in control of all matter at all times in accord 

with The Nature of Nature. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!   

  

Listen to sound right reason! When the SMAT circle of chaos turns upward and 

becomes the SMAT circle of cosmos at point 3N- 3S (see figure 19-A where point 

3N and point 3S superimpose one upon the other and follow the arrows, in the circles 

topic of this book, all the chaotic matter of absolute nature gradually becomes more 

active, because it has been impregnated by the powers that be - brain-noots, the male 

powers in matter, Nine-Ether, the laws of nature, and darkness (vacuum). When the 

writer says brain-noots, he means brain power, the highest and most powerful there 

can be. The main difference between brain-noots and NoopooH is that brain-noots 
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(Noomnebozoom) are active throughout all matter at all times in order or chaos, plus 

the fact that brain-noots generate NoopooH who is Nine-Ether and Nine-Reason 

energies: moreover, is the fact that NoopooH is the nine-nature God, ZoopooH is the 

six-nature God, and Noomnebozoom is the all nature God. Let it be remembered 

always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! In this case, when the writer says laws of nature, he 

also means the laws of the opposites in nature. When he says darkness, he means the 

blackness of vacuum-space. The brain-noots (Noomnebozoom) in the chaotic matter 

of nature eventually forms magic-magnetic (supernatural) clouds throughout nature 

where centers of universes will grow. Among these spontaneous exploding clouds, 

brain-noots have produced Nine-Ether, and by help of brainnoots, Nine-Ether grows 

a brain called the Nine-Ether egg-ball who is a water-ball that attracts chaotic matter 

of nature into a colossal gigantic nebula known as The Alpha Nebula of that universe 

(see figures 33, 34, 35, and 36 in the circles topic of this book). Let it be remembered 

always and let it be known!  

 Listen to sound right reason! The super supreme brain called the Nine-Ether egg- 

ball that brain-noots produce via Nine-Ether known as NoopooH, and Nine-Ether 

nine reasons NoopooH figures out, formulates, and forms the rest of the universe. 

Nine-Ether Nine-Reason NoopooH is the powers (by help of Brain-noots) who grew 

the universes of absolute nature into creation order. Remember! NoopooH is Nine-

Ether and Nine-Reason; Nine-Reason figures out what to do, and Nine-Ether 

performs the task or works. In their time and season and cycle, nine-nature NoopooH 

is supernatural, miraculous, and efficacious. Like in mundane (earth) atmosphere, 

the opposite clouds eventually start running together (clashing) and causing loud 

explosions like mundane atmosphere thunder and lightning, But, this thunder and 

lightning are on a much bigger and greater scale, because this is universe-organ 

thunder and lightning caused by almighty Nine-Ether that brainnoots are producing. 

Remember that Nine-Ether is the combination of each and every kind of matter that 

can become energy and have become energy and this means that Nine-Ether and 

Nine-Reason are the most powerful; physical and 
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mental energies that can exist. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! The foregoing information is why it was taught in 

ancient philosophy that NoopooH (Nous, Nine-Ether, Nine-Reason) is the first 

emanation of the One Supreme Being and the best mind of the same. The One 

Supreme Being is absolute almighty eternal nature. Nine ether energy or spirit is the 

combination of each and every kind and type of matter that can become energy and 

have become energy. There is no brain power or any other power more potent or 

more intelligent than the powers called Nine-Reason and Nine-Ether, and this is why 

NoopooH (Nine-Reason and Nine-Ether is capable and able of grow universes 

(Suniverses) throughout all infinite - eternal nature. This writer repeats: Nine nature 

NoopooH is Nine-Ether (Supreme-Supernatural Spirit) and Nine-Reason (Supreme-

Supernatural mind) and the original manifestation of unique almighty nature. Let it 

be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! This writer reiterates the following information because 

it tells us plainly and emphatically how the universe of nature originate at the point 

of conception: Brain-noots (Noomnebozoom), that are present throughout all matter, 

produce Nine-Ether energy spontaneously, when the cycle and season are right for 

the SMAT circle of chaos to become the SMAT circle of cosmos, and via brain-

noots, Nine-Ether grows Nine-Ether brain (medium for brain-noots), and Nine-Ether 

brain generates Nine-Reason (The Supreme intelligent and best mind of the One 

Supreme Being). Nine-Reason NoopooH figures out the formulas and forms of the 

universe creation, and Nine-Ether NoopooH performs the works of universe creation 

or growth - all done by help and power of brain-noots also called Noomnebozoom. 

The first quarter of the SMAT Circle of Order at the beginning of universe creation 

is called gestation manifestation or cycle, but in the next seventy nine (79) circle-

cycles, the first quarter is called revolution manifestation or cycle (see figures 15, 

23, 39, and 40 in the topic entitled "The SMAT Circles of Nature" in this volume). 

Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  
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Listen to sound right reason! The clashing clouds of conception (see figure 33 in the 

SMAT-Circles-of-Nature topic in this book) continue running together and 

exploding (very loudly, much more loudly than mundane lightning), until a colossal 

unbelievable vast vacuum hole called the black hole (or black-ball hole) is created. 

The black vacuum hole shaped like a ball, and when it gets big enough to stop 

growing, brain-noots cause Nine-Ether and the best quality of matter among matter 

to drive to the center (the eye) of the black-ball hole in the form of Nine Ether 

lightning and start to accumulate a water ball of matter known as the Nine Ether egg-

ball. As the Nine-Ether and supreme matter invade the center of the black-ball hole, 

they streak around in the center causing counterclockwise motion, and as this 

counterclockwise movement continues, more matter moves in from the inner wall 

of the vacuum black-ball hole (see figures 34, 35 and 36 in the circles topic of this 

tome). Let it be remembered and let it be known!  

Listen to sound right reason! Nine-Ether and highest quality matter with their 

counterclockwise motion in the center of the vacuum black-ball become a Nine Ether 

egg-formula called the alpha super-supreme brain, because this universe hurricane 

is predestined to become the universe alpha star, the main controlling star of a 

universe, but it must first become the alpha nebula (see figures 34, 35, and 36 in The 

SMAT-Circles-of Nature topic"), The counterclockwise motion of the forming of a 

universe of nature is called the brain-noots hurricane drive. This Nebula continues 

to grow counterclockwise, until the formula it is composed of can not handle or take 

on any more matter and still be what it is - a controlling living organism. Likewise, 

persons and things on mother earth stop growing, when their formulas reach their 

limits and stop growing, instead of becoming something else other than what they 

are or supposed to be by nature. Since these universe formula toons known as 

Nebulas take place, throughout absolute-infinite nature, then we have existing, 

countless nebulas all over nature and known as the embryo universes who must 

continue to develop. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! After conceptions of the universes of all nature, come 

the embryos in the early stages of gestations of the universes. The stages of the  
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embryo universes are complete when all the nebulas of the universes are formed. 

Now, continuation of the embryo developments proceed: When the round and 

turning Nine-Ether egg-ball (the super-supreme brain) concentrates and attracts all 

necessary matter from the wall of the vacuum black-ball, it becomes the alpha nebula 

of that universe. When this vast-colossal Nebula settles in and natures, while rotating 

counterclockwise (see figures 34, 35 and 36 in the circles topic of this volume. This 

huge - gigantic nebula grows many Nine-Ether egg-ball (supreme brains) who 

themselves also become centers of nebulas, after the alpha nebula twists and turns 

and spins them off into chaotic matter surrounding the alpha nebular. Let it be 

remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! This chain reaction process continues (nebula 

producing Nebulas producing nebulas, et cetera) until the universe formal is used 

up: The powers and strength of the universe formula stem from the super-supreme 

brain of the alpha nebula. By nature, a person or thing will grow until his, her, or its 

formula reaches its limits of growing and stretching. An example is the stretching of 

a balloon with air, and if it stretches too far, it will burst, because the formula can 

not take any more expansion. Like the formula of a person or thing or organism has 

a folded form or shape already via the brain-noots gods. Let it be remembered always 

and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! The original or first nebula of a universe, the alpha 

nebula, uses up its body-formula matter making core brains (called Nine-Ether egg-

balls) for offspring nebulas until it decreases to the size of a star (the alpha star - the 

biggest star in a universe), and all the other offspring nebulas of a universe do the 

same. When a universe is all nebulas, it is known as an embryo universe, and this is 

the completed embryo universe, and this is the completed embryo stage of the being 

or organism called a universe. When a universe is all stars (unborn suns), it is called 

a fetus universe, and this is the completed fetus stage of the being or organism  
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(see figures 34, 35, and 36 in the circles topic of his book) known as a universe. This 

alpha (first) Nebula of a universe gradually and eventually twists and turns in all 

directions, while spinning off her offspring nebula brain-cores, and this means that 

the brain-cores go out in all directions covering all the dimensions and degrees of 

the alpha-nebula ball. This writer repeats: During the gestating of universes, all 

Nebulas in quarter one of the SMAT circle of order decrease in size by producing 

Nine-Ether egg ball offspring until the nebulas become stars known as unborn suns, 

developing and maturing toward birth. Let it be remembered always and let it be 

known!  
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Listen to sound right reason! Since a universe of almighty nature is a huge-gigantic 

organism, like all other organisms, it is bound by skin, hide, or some other outer 

covering. The outer coverings for universes are called skins by universe scientists. 

Also, like other organisms, the inner workings of a universe organism can not go 

from place to place within the entity. For example: The lungs of a person do not 

move to where the bladder is nor vice versa; the liver does not move to where the 

colon is, nor vice versa. They stay in their places. However, there are exceptions to 

this general principle in the bottom half of the SMAT circle of order as explained in 

quarter four of this volume. The human-being organism has organs within but the 

universe organism is so immensely colossal that it is an organism who has other 

organisms within itself such as stars, planets, and satellites who are the organs of the 

universes. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Organism organs do not displace themselves in the 

organism universe because: of course, there would be chaos and disorder, so the 

body of a universe acts as a stabilizer for orbs by help of brain-noots and vacuum, 

like a person's body stabilizes its organs. Moreover, a universe of absolute nature is 

surrounded by what universe scientists call aquashere (or hydrosphere) like mother 

earth is surrounded by atmosphere and ozone, and this means that the universes are 

interrelated to their aquashere like mother geartha (G-earth-a) is interrelated her 

atmosphere. The so-called flesh (the invisible moginon) that the skin of a universe 

is made up or composed of keeps out the aquasphere surrounding a universe like the 

skin of a human body keeps out the atmosphere surrounding him or her, except for 

the osmosis process by nature that must go on. Of course, the osmosis process is the 

intake of one kind of substance and the output of another. An example of osmosis is 

plants taking in carbon dioxide and giving off oxygen. Let it be remembered and let 

it be known!   

  

Listen to sound right reason! Moginon (pronounced mo-ge-non) is the invisible 

magic-nine formula (skin) that encompasses and envelops the round universes and 

pervades the gasphere that also permeates the spaces 
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among the universe orbs and bodies. Moginon is a product of brain-noots and 

vacuum - both being supernatural powers. The moginon of the Suniverses is the 

stabilizer for the universe and their orbs but yet leaves the orbs and organs of the 

Suniverses free to do whatever they are created to do. In other words, moginon 

stabilizes aquashere (hydrosphere) and gasphere and thereby stabilizes the universes 

and their orbs and bodies. The aquasphere is the humid formula and condition 

outside the universes that surrounds and connects all universes of infinite nature, and 

gasphere is the atmospheric formula and condition within the universes of the same 

being. Aquashere is dense humidity, and gasphere is dense aeriform gases. See 

figures 20, 21, and 22 in the circles topic of this nook. During the top half of the 

SMAT circle of order, the skin formula (moginon) of the universes is the magic nine 

formula, and during the bottom half of the same circle, the invisible stabilizing skin 

formula is the magic six formula that serves the same purposes but less effective. An 

example of aquasphere and gasphere is the ocean and the atmosphere, respectively, 

because water and air do not mix easily. Let it be remembered always and let it be 

known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Moginon stabilizes the organism universes as much as 

they need to be, because: Moginon is medium (contact) conditioning existing 

between vacuum and matter, and this means that moginon causes aeriform matter to 

stick to vacuum, and, of course, vacuum can not move and can not be moved, 

because vacuum is the unmoved mover, but in this case, it is the unmoved stabilizer. 

This medium condition (perfect unison) of vacuum and matter makes them magic-

magnetic, that is to say, supernatural. Of course, all of this action and 

accomplishment is the works of brain-noots whose proper name is Noomnebozoom 

in the top half of the SMAT circle of order and Zoomnebonoom in the bottom half 

of the same circle. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

Listen to sound right reason! It is so that Noomnebozoom is supernatural in the first 

and highest degree of intelligence and power, which is another way of saying: the 

God of Gods During the top half of the SMAT circle of cosmos, during the time that 

the top half exists, the universe stabilizer is known as 
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Moginon, and during the bottom half of the same circle, which is now, the invisible 

universe stabilizer is named Mogizoz (pronounced mo-ge-zoz). Perfect unison 

between vacuum and matter is supernatural, meaning this action produces a kind of 

supernatural and miraculous powder, there are many kinds and many degrees of 

supernatural and miraculous powers in almighty nature in the positive or the negative 

or both. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! After the first quartered of the SMAT circle of order 

has finished 'its manifestations called gestation of the universes, namely, the stages 

of conception, the stages of embryo, and the stages of fetus, then the universes of 

absolute almighty nature are ready to be born. Like the other three quarters, the time 

duration of the first quarter of the big order circle is eighteen million (18,000,000) 

years (see figures 23,38,39 and 40 in the topic entitled "the SMAT Circles of Nature" 

in this book) Absolute nature's first time completely around the perimeter of the 

SMAT circle of cosmos in circular changes, quarter one is called the gestation-

manifestation quarter or cycle which is universally the spring season. Quarter one 

for the other seventy-nine (79) circle-cycles around the big order circle is known as 

the revolution manifestation quarter or cycle, and quarter one is always recognized 

as the spring season of all existence called the One Supreme Being (see figures 

15,23, and 43 in the circles topic). A circle cycle of course, it the complete 

circumference all the way around the SMAT circle of order. Always remember and 

advocate!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! There are eighty (80) circle-cycles that makeup the 

time duration of universe order. Each circle-cycle has a time period of seventy-two 

(72) million years. Eighty (80) times seventy-two million (72,000,000) years is a 

grand total of five billion seven hundred and sixty (5,760,000,000) years that the 

SMAT circle of cosmos lasts before it turns downward into the SMAT circle of 

chaos (see figures 19-B in the circles topic of this book). At point - 6-east of the 

SMAT circle of order, where the point-6-east cataclysm will happen on all remaining 

seventy-nine (79) circle-cycles, the nebula have finished their reductions of selves 

by decreasing  
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themselves to suns by brain-core offspring. Now instead of looking at Nebula 

universes (who are the embryo universes), we are now looking at the unborn-sun 

universes (who are fetus universes) - See figures 20,21, and 22 in the circles topic). 

There are loud roars everywhere here and there when the unborn maturing suns get 

old enough to jut out their Nine-Ether energy and light into the gasphere and 

universes surrounding them, and when this sun ray and sunshine process is complete, 

the suns are born, giving birth and heat and life to the universes (also called 

Suniverses) of Absolute-Almighty Nature. Let it be remembered always and let it be 

known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! The figure 32, 33, 34,35, and 36 in the topic called 

"The SMAT Circles of Nature" given in this volume demonstrate the basic activities 

of the gestation stages of the universes of almighty nature. Of course, after the birth 

of an organism (or organisms) comes its development and maturity. This is book 

three, but book one and book two of the science Noone entitled "Introduction to The 

Nature of Nature: inform us and illustrate for us the main functions and activities in 

the development and maturity of quarter two of the SMAT circle of order. So, it 

suffices here to say that the suns grow the planets and satellites and help these 

universe orbs grow vegetation. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!   

  

Listen to sound right reason! Spirit beings known as spirit-gods and spirit goddesses 

are born from universe orbs such as suns (or stars), planets, and satellites. From the 

supreme brains of the physical suns (called the god-suns) are born the spirit-sun-

gods and spirit sun-goddesses by brain concentration. The brains of the god-suns 

(the physical suns) are in their centers and known as the supreme brains, and the 

brain of the alpha star (or sun) located in the center of each universe is called the 

super supreme brain. Quarter one where the suns were gestated is the spring season 

of all existence. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  
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Listen to sound right reason! The processes of the development of creation in quarter 

two of the big order circle continues in this summer season. The summer season of 

all existence called the One Supreme Being is quarter two of the SMAT circle of 

order. As we continue with the development of this quarter two, there are the planets 

with their Nine-Ether blob brains in their centers producing the spirit earth gods (or 

planet-gods) and goddesses by brain concentration. Then come the satellites with 

their Nine-Ether-clay brains in their centers producing the spirit moon-gods (or 

satellite-gods), and goddesses by brain concentration. The underworld spirit gods 

and goddesses do not come into being until point - 6 west on the SMAT circle of 

order when death of the flesh-and blood beings on the planets and satellites begins 

to occur and there are places for the dead in the subterranean of the universe orbs 

like planets and satellites, spirit underworld-gods and goddesses are the results of 

moon-god spirit (4-ether spirit) evolving into ghost spirit (3-ether spirit). Let it be 

remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Brain-noots (Noomnebozoom) are performing these 

creations (growths) and developments by way of Nine-Ether and Nine-Reason called 

nine-nature NoopooH, the first powers and original, original creator for and of the 

One Supreme Being known as infinite-eternal -absolute-almighty nature. Mentally 

and originally, NoopooH is Nine-Reason the highest form and degree of mentality, 

reasonability, and intelligence that will ever exit. Spiritually and originally, 

NoopooH is Nine-Ether the highest form and degree of spirituality, magic, electro-

magnetism, light and firepower that can ever exist; and in addition, NoopooH is the 

spirit beings including the spirit gods and goddesses in top half of the SMAT order 

circle. Physically and originally, NoopooH is the flesh and blood pygmy-gods and 

goddesses who inhabited the top half of the SMAT circle of order, during the time 

that the top half existed. We all are existing in the bottom half right now at rock 

bottom. These pygmy gods and goddesses were the ancestors of the African race 

also called the Ethiopian race and the black race as well as the Ptahkindoid race. Let 

it be remembered always and let it be known!  

Listen to sound right reason! Moreover, the nine pygmy-god subdivision races were 

born from the source of the Nile river in equatorial Africa at various time intervals 

during quarter two of the SMAT circle of order.  
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Furthermore, physically speaking, NoopooH is the physical suns of the Suniverses 

of absolute-almighty nature as well as the Nine-Ether and Nine-Reason energies. 

They produce and emanate during the top half of the SMAT circle of cosmos. 

Philosophically and scientifically, NoopooH is Noone the highest form and degree 

of knowledge, understanding, and wisdom possible in the universes of absolute-

infinite nature. It is true that knowledge (truth) is correct information; understanding 

is the receipt of and the perception of correct information by the mental faculties, 

and wisdom is knowing how and when and where to use correct information! The 

science Noone begins at point-S-south on the SMAT circle of order (see figures 26 

and 35 in the circles topic of this book three) and proceeds counterclockwise through 

point-6east and culminates at point-9-north before declining to point-6-west on the 

big order circle. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! At point -6- west, note that nine (9) is left out of the 

picture entirely, until the degrees of the big order circle arrives at point - 3-south 

again (see figure 45 in the circles topic). However, at pint-9- north, mother planet 

Geartha (g-earth-a) and all absolute nature in general do peak, in the positives of 

valves, qualities, and standards, marking the end of quarter two of the big order circle 

by way of the point-9-north cataclysm, before declining from the Originary cycle 

(summer season) of quarter two to the Doriginary cycle (autumn or fall season) of 

quarter three by the downward pull and influence of Six-Reason and pantheism, like 

the similar reverse action the Nine-Reason influence and Noone at point-3-south (see 

figures 15,29, and 43 and cataclysm point in this volume). Let it be remembered 

always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! As in all nature everywhere in the universes, at the end 

of the second quarter of the SMAT circle of order at point-3-north, mother earth 

reaches here menopause, and does not produce anymore different kinds of living 

organisms and off springs, other than those she has produced already, until she gets 

to point-6-west in another dimension and another zone and world. The world of 

animals, human beings, violence, death, and the dead. This book three, tells us by 

words and shows us by  
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graphic demonstrations what happens in the first quarter of the SMAT circle of 

order, and what happens is the stages of the gestation of the universes of almighty 

nature. See figures 32, 33, 34, 35 and 36 in the circles topic of this volume. This 

book also tells us that the second quarter of the SMAT circle of cosmos gives us the 

births of the universes by way of the suns (the true stars) of the Suniverses. Let it be 

remembered always and let it be known!  

Listen to sound right reason! Then coming into being are spirit beings (spirit-gods 

and goddesses), vegetation, and the flesh and blood gods and goddesses as the brain-

noots representatives of the universes of Almighty Nature. These same or similar 

events happen throughout all nature in same or similar matter. Books one and two 

of the science Noone (also written by Afroo Oonoo) give us more details of how 

these events take place and some time durations. It suffices here to state that the 

colors, such as ocean water and sky, are different from those we see today. For 

example: Ocean water and the sky look violet (lilac) or lavender instead of blue, and 

vegetation looks black or red or both instead of green and brown. The gods and 

goddesses (both flesh or spirit) can transform into any form or configuration they 

desire, including animal forms, but they do not have animal nature, because they are 

in the heavenly time zone of the truly living and peaceful in top half of the SMAT 

circle of order instead of the bottom half which represents the animal world (the 

zodiac) of hell, death, and destruction.   

  

Listen to sound right reason! The digit 8 is a laws-of the-opposites number, because 

in order to make an eight (8) figure, one must move counterclockwise, clockwise, 

and then counterclockwise again, and these are opposite directions. The 

counterclockwise rotation of the number 8 in the top half of the SMAT circle of 

order and the top half of the 8 is labeled the Noop, and the bottom half is called the 

Zoop. The activities of the figure 8 in the big order circle is controlled by brain noots 

via reason and ether. The Noop by nature turns along with the SMAT circle of order, 

making for heavenly and peaceful conditions (see figures 4,5,7,10,13,37 and 42 in 

topic called "The SMAT circles of nature" in this book). The Zoop by nature turns 

against the rotation of the big order circle, making for hellish and violent  
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conditions, because the Noop supports nine (9) and the living, and the Zoop supports 

six (6) and the dead. These facts are why all mother goddess earth (and nature 

everywhere) is heaven at one time and hell at another time, depending on what time 

zone persons and things exist in. Heaven and hell, technically speaking, are states of 

conditions, whatever condition you find yourself in at any given time is your heaven 

or hell. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  
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Listen to sound right reason! Point-9-North on the SMAT circle of order, where the 

perfection of Noone and the perfection of all other positives occur, at the completion 

of point-9-north comes the influence of Six-Reason (six-nature) ZoopooH to pull the 

big order circle downward in values, qualities, and standards counterclockwise 

toward point-6-west. We know when point- 9 -north is complete, because the point-

9-north cataclysm happens (see figures 6, 14, 15,23,29, 38, 43, 44, and 45 in the 

circles top of this book); Quarter three begins to reverse what quarter two did, and 

quarter four becomes the opposite of what quarter two performed. Whereas quarter 

two is the summer season of all existence, quarter three is the fall season of the same. 

The autumn season is called fall because: vegetation leaves fall to the ground and 

vegetation sap falls out of the leaves, and in the case of the SMAT circle of order, 

standards, values, and qualities fall in strength toward the bottom of the SMAT circle 

of cosmos. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Coming downward on the left side of the order circle, 

as for the gods and goddesses (both flesh and spirit), they become weaker mentally, 

because they decrease in positive knowledge and positive reasonability; they become 

weaker spiritually, because they become less positively magical and more negatively 

ethereal; they become weaker physically, because they begin to lose the ability to 

grow back missing parts that might have been losses through. the aging process, and 

flesh-and-blood gods and goddesses cease being resilient in the maintenance of 

physical health in the similar why that human beings and animals do as they grow 

older. The flesh-and-blood gods and goddesses could grow back any missing parts, 

like we humans of today grow back our so-called milk teeth or first set of teeth, our 

hair, our finger and toe nails, and parts of our livers. Let it be remembered always 

and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! According to the western book of the dead (the 

Caucasian bible called the holy bible), less than six thousand (6,000) years ago, a 

human being (namely, Methuselah) could live as long as 969 years, therefore, it is 

conceivable that a flesh-and-blood god or goddess living  
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millions of years ago could live millions of years, because: beginning at point-6-

west, life longevity started decreasing and gradually kept on decreasing until this 

present time (the end of the moon cycle). Here is the secret to flesh and blood gods 

and goddesses being able to survive for so long in flesh and blood bodies. It is true 

that the opposites laws of nature must be fulfilled in accord with the Nature of 

Nature, meaning, the opposite called death must be respected as well as the opposite 

known as life; so there must be some provision made for the honor of death during 

the top half (the life zone) of the SMAT circle of order. Let it be remembered always 

and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! However, since there can be no actual and true death 

during the top half of the SMAT circle of cosmos, yet, something must be done to 

at least respectfully simulate death. To satisfy the laws of the opposites in nature: so, 

the flesh-and-blood gods and goddesses were amphibious, meaning, they were able 

to live on land and in water: They had gills and buoy systems, and this is why human 

beings (their descendants) have tonsils and appendixes that serves no particular 

purpose today after having evolved to the stage we are now - the end of evolution, 

moreover, the flesh-and-blood gods and goddesses could live millions of years 

because: They had the powers and ability to transform into other shapes and forms 

which called for magical transmutation, and the transmutation process has a 

tendency to recondition and renew; and, of course, being able to live in water is 

refreshing, rewarding, and revitalizing. Remember and advocate!   

  

Listen to sound right reason! So, all these revitalizing, invigorating, and renewal 

activities caused postponement of true death until the gods and goddesses reached 

point-6-west (the beginning of the death-zone) - see figures 7, 10, 13,25, and 42 in 

the circles topic of this volume, and by this time of millions of years, the nine 

subdivision races of kinky-haired pygmy-gods and goddesses had migrated from the 

Nile (the nine) river in our mother land Africa to all parts of mother-goddess planet 

earth. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  
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Listen to sound right reason! Book one and book two titled "Introduction to The 

Nature of Nature" give readers and listeners further deliberations and more 

elaborations about these flesh-and-blood gods and goddesses before point-e-west on 

the SMAT circle of order. These Gods and goddesses are the ancestors and source 

of the Ptahkindoid race also called the African race, the Ethiopian race, the black 

race the original race, and the kinky-haired race. This writer would be remiss in his 

message and reporting if he failed to mention the facts that spirit beings (spirit-gods 

and goddesses) are visible to the naked eyes during the top half of the SMAT circle 

of order (we all are in the bottom half right now), and they glow, and do exist closely 

associated with the flesh and blood gods and goddesses. Let it be remembered 

always and let it be known!  
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Listen to sound right reason! Now we shall enter the world of predators and prey- 

the world of animals and human beings, the world of violence, destruction, death, 

and the dead. In this world (the Evolution quarter is the most negative of the four 

quarters). The stronger preys on the weaker and the more powerful preys on the less 

powerful, and this means that spirit brings (including spirit-gods and goddesses) are 

predators, and they prey upon all persons and things less powerful than they are in 

whatever way they need to or want to. Moreover, human beings as predators, prey 

upon other human beings and other beings less powerful or less defensive than they 

are in whatever way they need to or want to, and by nature this predator principle or 

lineage goes oppressively down the long line of the dead and the living dead of active 

beings including some types of vegetation. In the bottom half of the SMAT circle of 

order, (who we all are all are right now) so called living beings are the living dead, 

because: at point -6 - west of the big order circle, death takes over from true life and 

rules the SMAT circle of order. Let it be remembered and always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Whereas, the top half of the big order circle is called 

heaven and peace, the bottom half of the same is known as hell, violence, and war; 

The worst of it all showing up at rock bottom of the order circle at point - 3- south 

where we all are right now at the time of this writing (Caucasian-Christian year 2005 

A.D.). When the SMAT circle of cosmos is condescending counterclockwise on the 

left side, the transmutation or evolutionary process (an extremely slow change by 

matter) is called the evolving process: on the other hand, when the big order circle 

is moving upward on the right side counterclockwise, the mutation process (an 

extremely process like the one coming down), the gradual movement within by 

matter is known as the revolving process, the reverse of the Evolution process. We 

can see this fact in the words Evolution and Revolution - add the letter R to the 

beginning of the word evolution and we get the word Revolution -see figures 7, 13, 

14,26,40,43,44, and 45 in the circles topic of this book for further clarity of this 

information. Remember and advocate!  
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Listen to sound right reason! We started at point-3-south (or zero degrees) and 

moved counterclockwise degree by degree to point-6-East (or 180 degrees), then 

further upward to point-9 North (or 360 degrees): Now we go to point-6-west (or 

540 degrees) of the SMAT circle of order. During degree 540 or at its completion, 

the point-6-west cataclysm arrives. Nonetheless, after the SMAT circle of order gets 

started, that is to say, after it begins with conception of the universes of absolute 

nature, this big order has 80 circle-cycles to go before the cataclysm that begins 

disintegration of the universes advents. The point-3-south cataclysm is called the 

solids cataclysm, because it destroys persons and things by using solid objects like 

parts of earth, stones, rocks, asteroids, comets, meteors, volcanoes, earthquakes, fire 

and brim stores, man made objects, solid objects picked up by tornadoes and other 

storms, et cetera. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!   

 Listen to sound right reason! The results of the point-3-south cataclysm are 

conception and gestation (a new beginning) for persons and things to develop ways 

and means needed to send persons and things back upward toward godhood and 

heavenly conditions, and the first of the ways and means needed is the science Noone 

and the power of sound right reason NoopooH to lead the way. The point-6East 

cataclysm is called the fives (or ether) cataclysm, because it ethereally unites persons 

and things by burning them back into place, meaning, original formulas and things 

go back into place where they were at birth of the universes, and they do this as 

though they know where they belong and have ways and means of getting there, and 

these upheaval and restoring activities by efficacious brain-noots via Nine-Ether and 

Nine-Reason are truly supernatural and miraculous. Let it be remembered always 

and let it be known!  

 

Listen to sound right reason! The point-9-north cataclysm is labeled the gases 

cataclysm, because: Brain-noots use aeroform gases (in the form of wind storms) 

and subterranean chemical gases and the arrival of the influence of Six-Reason to 

begin changing the perfection of the positives of nature that is at point-9 north. The 

perfection of the positives can not get any higher than point 9 north, and they can 

not remain the same forever, so 
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they must normally and naturally begin to wane, decrease, and descend in values, 

qualities, and standards. The positives in nature are attributes like true knowledge 

understanding and wisdom; true justice and equality, true liberty and honesty, 

considerate and compassionate live and social happiness, The ability to reason right 

or follow the right reasoning of someone else, and the ability and nature to do right 

and treat others right. The results of the point-9 north cataclysm are: The gradual 

reduction of the above positives plus including the highest mentality and 

reasonability of Infinite-Eternal-Almighty Nature. Let it be remembered always and 

let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! At point-6-west, on the SMAT circle of order our sun 

Sol (Noovooz), pronounced Noo-vooz, and all nature in general, die what universe 

scientists call scientific and spiritual death. Scientific because: Scientific and true 

nature knowledge is no longer sufficient and strong enough to keep the brain 

activities of the gods and goddesses and all nature in general alive and powerful 

enough to keep all persons, places, and things in tact as peaceful and orderly entitles 

and organisms free of strife and death. The foregoing is true because the mental 

person dictates what the physical person is going to do. Spiritual because: Nine-

Reason and Nine-Ether spirit at point-6-west have been weaken to the state of the 

opposite horizon which is Six-Reason and Six-Ether-all this having been performed 

by the nature of nature following the dictates of the brain-noots in nature who are 

the controlling factors in nature, god of gods in nature - magical, supernatural, 

miraculous, and efficacious. Let it be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

Listen to sound right reason! Quarter four of the SMAT circle of cosmos is the most 

negative of the four quarters of the big order circle, like quarter two is the most 

positive, for they are opposites, as quarters one and three are opposites, also (see 

figures 15,23,25, 38,39, 42. and 43 in the circles topic of this book). When the One 

Supreme Being (infinite-eternal nature) dies scientific and spiritual death at point-6-

west, all of its flesh-and-blood gods and goddesses and other persons and animals 

and living things that will  
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come into being during this fourth quarter will come under the spells of organic sex 

and physical death, meaning subject to sexual urges and physical dying. In fact, 

when the point-6-west cataclysm strikes, many flesh-and-blood gods and goddesses 

lose their lives to great flood waters, massive tidal waves, relentless torrential rains, 

and other general upheavals, caused by the moon when it stopped turning on its usual 

axis and started dragging through the gaspheral and losing its waters to goddess-

mother earth. What caused the overall calamity of the point-6-west cataclysm is that 

our sun and suns everywhere throughout the universes infinite-almighty nature 

started producing-ether and six reason energies instead of Nine-Ether and nine 

reasons energies like they had been producing during the top half of the SMAT circle 

of order. So this opposites action to ok all existence out of the life zone and into the 

death zone of all nature.  

  

Listen to sound right reason! When death came at point-6-west, sex desire and drive 

came along with it, and the flesh-and-blood gods and goddesses (the kinky-haired 

ancestors of the Ethiopian race) procreated the Ptahkindoid race by organic sex 

activities. The Ptahkindoid race is also called the Ethiopian race, the African race, 

the black race, the original race, and the kinky-haired race. Book one and book two 

of the science Noone (also written by philosopher Afroo Oonoo) informs us how 

these gods and goddesses died out (became extinct) as time passes, but came back 

from the bowels of mother Geartha (g-earth-a) as original man, today called the 

Phoenician race (Ham), the Indian race (Shem), and the Mongolian race (Japheth). - 

The so called three sons of Noah whose proper spelling is Zoah. After the point-6-

west cataclysm, powders and beings who were known as NoopooH before the deluge 

of Zoah, became known as Ptah, the creator of Gods and men, according to 

Egyptians mythology, because as Ptah (the flesh-and-blood gods and Gods) came 

back as human beings and various animals, and Ptah as spirit - beings including gods 

and goddesses became invisible, whereas before they could be seen glowing. Let it 

be remembered always and let it be known!  

  

 

 

 


